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Staley takes UPD press job
By Brenda l’esko
Daily staff writer
In an attempt to untitoe media rela
thins and disaster preparedness on can!
pus. the University Police IN:pannier!!
said Tuesday it has appointed a new
public information officer to replace the
department’s current officer. If. Shan
non Maloney.
Richard A. Staley has resigned from
his post as SJSU’s public inlOnnation
officer to take the position as the UPD’s
newly created "public safety information officer and disastei preparedness
coordinator... lvlaloney said.
Although the appointment is intended
to luster greater accessibility for the
campus community and Media. the depanment has no plans to abolish its policy of filtering departmental ’Morn moon
thmugh its press officer. Maloney said
Staley already has moved into ilie
UPD offices, but Maloney will handle

innately will replace him
addition to press relations. Staley
will handle the various aspects 01 disaster preparedness. including training and
response through periodic testing of department personnel
"Anyone who was here during the
(kt. 17 earthquake knows that there is a
sense ol urgency connected with einergetay planning... Staley said.
Staley’ praised the combined el forts of
t
C’hief Ric Aheyta, and SJSt ’’s Ex
ecutive Vice President J. Handel Fs
tor their commitment to the recovery ot
the campus community alter the Goo
public inloonation lor the department tier quake.
But the new information of ’leer said
until Staley is "up to speed" with de
his job %Ail] focus slightly more on press
paninental procedures. Staley said.
Joanne Rite will handle public int-or- relations than disaster preparedness. and
illation calls to Staley’s office until a he said he feels qualified Mr the job
Tom lett.. faculty adviser tor
nesk officer can he appointed, Staley
"New stacak. inogiamining on campus
said
Staley said he does not know who ul- radio station k S lti X1 ’al 7 . agreed

The appointment
is intended to
foster greater
accessibility for
the campus
community and
media.

"1 think we’ll be a lot better off with
Staley ." he said.
Letts and !kola Itelshe, faculty ads iser for MMI’s "t lpdate News." met
nith Abeyta litst month and asked for a
review of UPD procedures regarding release ot inlormation to campus media
groups
Both KSJS and "Update News"
hac had difficulty contacting Maloney
tor intonnation, according to Letts.
UPD officers and those representing
the department are restricted from releasing infOnnation to the media unless
Maloney clears it first. Maloney said.
ficulty arises when the press needs
information alter Maloney has lett his
of lice in the late afiemoon or when he is
out of the office tor the day. Len, said.
Letts said he helieyes more than one
person should he atithonied to speak kw
the UPD in order to correct the situaSee STALEY buck page
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Panel calls for
AIDS funding
By Greg Haas
Daily staff writer
The acquired immune deficiency
syndrome is costly. but it may cost
inore than expected.
And the California State University system is not doing enough to
meet the growing problem, a member of an AIDS panel said Thursday.
The panel met at SJSU to discuss
the effects of AIDS
both financial and human as the final event
in AIDS Prevention Week.
AIDS will cost more than money
if elfons are not made to improve the
situation in the country. according to
panel members assembled to discuss

"the cost of not canng."
Panel member and A.S. Vice
President Jim Walters, who suffers
from the disease, said the CSU "has
not responded to AIDS."
"The snidents are funding it
themselves,’ Walters said about
AIDS education at the majonty of
the schools in the CSU system.
"Maybe the university is having a
hard time realizing how dangerous it
(AIDS) is.’ he said.
If CSU officials deny the students
AIDS education, "they do not prepare them for the future," Walters
said
See AIDS. back page

Identification sought
in apparent suicide

Look Ma no head

II) Robert NIallard
Daily staff writer
Flie Santa Clara Count) Coroner’s
I iiestla had not )et identif led the
%renal)
tell from the top floor ot
the loth ’street garage Monda!,
I he ,onfiter has confirmed that the
woman ihed ot natural causes stemming
trom a multiple initlf11:1114: injury." a
‘Pokesperson frotil the coroner’s office
[lie unidentified woman was pronounced dead AtonilaN .11 4 I s p ni at
San Jose Medi!. al ( enter. .pokesnian
1111111 tile coroner’. ott ice said
She had armed 19 111111lIte, earlier.
after University Police Department officers responded to .1 3:46 p in Lan regarding the fallen WOIllan, the spokesman said
vale A !messes.
t ’1’1) as able

male, approximately 5 feet 5 inches tall
and weighing 160 pounds. Maloney
said. She wa.s approximately 30 years
old, he said.
She was weanng blue jeans, a purple
sweater and a purple overcoat. Maloney
said.
Women in the 24- to 30-year age
group arc the second highest suicide nsk
group in their gender category, a
spokesperson from the San Jose Suicide
said.
said Lt. Shannon Maloney. Both physi- Hotline
A low percentage of males and fecal evidence and witnesses indicated the
males jump off high places when atincident %as suicide. he added.
suicide, the hotline spokesman
After her apparent lump. the woman tempting
did not hii anything on the way down said
ff the woman is not icknfified within
until she hit the stairwell. Maloney %id.
The woman V. aS not breathing nor 1151101e of days, officers will go out
and inquire about her identity in the
did she have a pulse when she amved
community. using a composite sketch.
San Jose Medical Center. Maloney said
The woman was a white adult le - Maloney said.

The woman was
white,
approximately 5
feet 5 inches tall,
160 pounds.

A time of sharing, memories
for the friends of Lisa Bibler
14% s% Iv ia D. t lloa
awl %mile Dujmol
Daily staff writers
1 NI Hillier had esery thing
She v, as presiiknt ot one ot
the twist popular siironties
a siirority
campus
her
mother had been in She NJ%
engaged to marry her high
sweetheart
school
Her
I.isa Kibler
Mends said she could make
People feel better simply hy smiling. And so Lisa Hibler’s
leaili Monday became inuth more difficult tor her Delta
tem sisters. who were told one by one at the Panhellenic
Scholarship i kssen that she had died.
I VS, Man a neck after her 21st birthday
Bibler was hospitaliied Iasi month when she conted walking pneumonia While in the hospital. she suf-

lered Ina,. a secondary virus, iLS well as collapsed lungs
and cardiac arrest. according to Kelly. Gregg. a member ot
IkIta Zeta.
Members of other sororities also learned of Bible’’,
death at the Panhellenic Scholarship Dessert. held to honor
members for their dedication to learning An announcement was made at the beginning of the avsards ceremony,
followed by a moment of silence in Bihler’s memory.
fklta Zeta members. who were not already aware of
her death were told as they arrived at the function, and
they went to the soronty house to be with their sister,.
While at the house the sisters talked about Bibler, and
a minister later joined them
"They did a lot of shanng not only about Lisa.
hut about death a.s well,’ said Norb Firnhaher. a Lutheran
pastor v. ith the Campus Chnstian Center
"It was a healing time for the girls." he said.
See TIMF. hack page

Joe Watson - Daily stall photographer

reshmail Wind) Freeman loses her head oer SJSI ’ Color Guard practice

Editor in chief selected for Daily
Editor’s Note
The Spartan Dail) will not
publish Thursday. Friday
and Monday in observation
of the Thanksgiving holiday.
The newspaper
resume publication on
Tuesday and will continue
production until Dec. 15.
The Daily staff wishes all
readers a happy and peaceful
Thanksgiving break.
Will

The Daily will then stop
publishing through the winter break.

By Jill %to:Laughlin
Daily staff writer
The normal chatter and din in the
Spartan Daily no%srooni stopped briefly
Tuesday afternoon w hen an ads iser tor
the papei announced that reporter Aldo
Niaragoni had been selected editor in
chief Mr the spring of 1990.
The quiet. congenial reporter said he
svas ecstatic at ter hearing the news.
"I wanted to w in."’ Maragiini said.
"I knew I had a goixl chaixe.
Although all of his experience so far
has been as a reporter. he said he is excited to he taking over. The current editor. Shelby Grad. has confidence in the
choice as %ell, he said.
"He did an excellent joh as a reporter . . and will serve as a fair and
hatd- work ing editor... Grad said. "He
shows leadership and a line for the
paper and the staff...

As a reporter. Alaiagoni covered the
Academic Senate. the Calitornia State
University in general and stall and faculty unions on campu.
’ I love to write.’ Islaragoni said.
int, NI, A page
See

Joseph R
tido %laragioni
I

’,Mt Mph If Mt: hi,

,t, ,41mor

Daily staff photographer

Nada ilooston. adv iser for Greek Affairs, comforts two members of Delta Zeta sorority after idling
them about the death of the sorority ’s president, I.isa Kibler, at the Panhellenic Scholarship Dessert.
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What are we
thankful for?

Tony
Mercado
ritt

Appreciate things
while there’s time
W1th the pressures of the everyday
%%odd consistently bearing down on
us, it can be really easy to take things
for granted such as friends and family.
Even the most precious gift of all,
life.
loo often, people find themselves
preoccupied with material things like cars.
clothes, and of course, money. I’ve been
guilty of this many times, but it always
seems that it takes some type of tragedy to
wake people up.
I lost a friend Monday to an illness
that had no right to claim her.
She had just turned 21 five days ago
and my last memory of her is so vivid and
strong that it just doesn’t seem possible to
me that she’s gone . It was more than two
months ago, back in October, when her
sorority was presenting their new pledges
for the coming semester.
That seems like a long way to go
between then and now without talking to
her. hut things always seemed to come up.
Its almost funny how trivial those
"things" seem now.
Almost.
I walked through the door of the sky
blue Victorian house, greeting my friends
as I made my way into the living room.
That’s when she saw me and flashed one of
the prettiest smiles I’d ever seen.
"Hey bud. she called as she walked
up to me. "You look really nice. 1 shot
her a puz.7Ied look. Despite the dark slacks
and black patterned sportscoat on my
person. I didn’t really feel I looked that
presentable.
She noticed the doubt on my face.
smiled again. and punched me on the arm.
"I’m serious! When I say something I
Mean It ..’
With that. she turned away and went
on w oh the business of being president of
her house.
I had to laugh. She was a bubbly gal.
so full of energy and it was always a task
for me ttt keep up with her in a
conversation.
She made me feel really good that
day. something I think she did with
everyone she came in contact with.
I never got the chance to speak to her
again after that
When I heard she had gone into the
hospital with it case of walking
pneumonia. I tried unsuccesfully several
times to visit her.
Whitt hurts the most about Lisa’s
death, is the fact that I never got the
oppurtunity to tell her how much I
appreciated her friendship.
It’s a mistake too many of us make.
All my friends out there mean the
world to me, and I’ll do tny best to make
sure they know that.
I owe Lisa that much. at least.
Tony Mercado is a Daily staff writer.

Check your facts
Editor,
Once again a Spartan Daily reporter has shown that
hc does not do background for his stories or chcck the
facts for accuracy.
I am referring to the Nov. 9 story by Robcn Mallard
titled "Copeland performs at Oasis."
In his story, Mallard refers to the guitar style of
Stanley Clarke, writing, "...His playing technique
resembles that of playing piano rather than a guitar."
Stanley Clarke is an extremely accomplished
musician and bassist, but Stanley Jordan is the guitarist
who plays guitar in the before mentioned style, not
Clarke.
Your reporter’s failure to be accurate in this story is
typical and is a prime example of why musicians
almost never talk to reporters who know little or
nothing about music.
Bob Stockwell
Junior
Graphic Design

eCAN MAKE A
ERENCE! DONATE CANNED
F000 oR CASN. OR VOLUNTEER!

Letters to the Editor
Poor handling of calendar
Editor,
1 would like to comment on Elena Dunivan’s
insightful editorial: "Calendar hurts SJSU Women"
(Nov. 14).
While I entirely agree that the Pike calendar is
nothing more than a publicity stunt to further the
reputation of that fraternity, although proceeds will go
toward a charitable cause, I do not agree with Ms.
Dunivan’s handling of the opposition.
Mixed in with her negative attitudes and hcr inept
generalizations I imaginc is a point, and a very good
one at that. Unfortunately I could not se,e it through the
haze of such remarks as "...the male campus
population, whose hormone rate exceeds their stagnant
level of maturity..." and also "...produced by the
overgrown high schoolcrs..."
Thc vocabulary Ms. Dunivan demonstrates is
exceptional. but who stop to male bashing? Why also
label thc womcn who posed for the photos "bimbos?"
By sinking to such a level, Ms Dunivan eliminates the
validity of hcr arguments. I know many SJSU males
who are not buying the calendar, and who arc not
overcome by hormoncs and the need to ejaculate. I
know the womcn who posed for the calendar should
not be called bimbos in the school paper.
I will refrain from commenting on the state of Ms.
Dunivan’s personal life, as she commented on thc lives
of others. Perhaps next timc a similar editorial could
he written by someone with a less violent interest in
negativity.
I expect Ms. Dunivan will be receiving many letters
of thanks from the Pikes, for the great publicity.
Lisa C. Thorn
Sophomore
Journalism

Business, not censorship
Editor,
E. Mark Moreno’s (column), "No nght to pull Pike
calendar" is based entirely on thc fallacy that Spartan
Bmikstore violated the United States Constitution when
its management decided to pull copies of Pi Kappa
Alpha’s "Women of SJSU" calendar. in fact, Spartan
Bookstore did not violate the Constitution and had
every right to pull the calendar. The purpose of a
business is to make a pmfit (or in the case of Spanan
Shops, a non-profit organization, to provide service for
its customers). If a busincss feels a product will not
yield a pmfit or will not directly benefit ts customers,
it has thc right not to carry thc product. The
management of a store decides what store should and
should not carry even if this means pulling something
that is already on the shelves.
I think the real issue is not whether the Spartan
Bookstore violated thc Constitution by pulling thc
calendar, but whether or not it violated a connact with
Pi Kappa Alpha.
I think Moreno would have had a valid point if the
state had completely banned thc calendar from all
university profit
That would be censorship. The company is simply
exercising its right to select its inventory.
Mark R. Vogel
Sophomore
English

Save Pacifica Room
Edi tor,
I read with dismay Tuesday (Nov. 14) that plans arc
underway to use the Student Union Pacifica Room as a
multi -cultural center.
The Pacifica Room remains the only location at
SJSU that is both comfonable and quiet. Other arca on
campus are comfortable, some arc quiet. But only the
Pacifica Room is both at all hours.
Jennie Reyes said students use of the Pacifica
Room as a study area would not be affected by the
multi -cultural center because meetings would be held

after 4 p.m. Myself and other students are often there
long after 4 p.m., especially during midterms or finals.
Did Ms. Reyes ask the students studying in the Pacifica
Room if they would like to start studying somewhere
clsc after 4 p.m.?
I have nothing against a multi-cultural center, but I
think that the Student Union should always have a
quiet and comfortable arca available to students at all
hours.
Steven J. Haas
Graduate

No nukes
Editor,
This letter is in responsc to the column written by
Greg Haas on the "rightful" bombing of Hiroshima arid
Nagasaki during World War II.
As a Japanese-American I recently had the chalice
to visit the "land of the rising sun." Hiroshima, even to
this day, has gruesome reminders of what enormous
powcr an atomic bomb possesses. Many buildings and
streets are still unaltered after the fatal blast some 44
years ago. Not only did the bomb kill nearly a quarter
million people, but generations to follow suffered from
leukemia, mental retardation and many other chromatic
aberrations. A memorial display hall gives visitors a
chance to visualize exactly what happened on that
hellish day in 1945: instantaneous vaporization of
human life, permanent blindness and radiation
poisoning for months to follow.
We have absolutely no right to purposely and
hastily decide the fate of innocent human lives. Were
we supposed to be superior to every other human
nation in every way, shape and form? Is nuclear war
just around the comer? I honestly believe that based on
our past track record that wc will ultimately decide the
fate of the entire world. Well, what should we do,
detonate or give a second thought?
Atomic and nuclear weapons arc not the answer our
problems.
Brian S. Sasaki
Clinical Lab Science
Senior

Calendar not sexist
Editor,
I bought a Pike calendar and have it hanging up in
my room. Big deal. My friends and I looked through
it, ohhhed and ahhcd, but none of us ran to the
bathroom, nor did it provoke us to rape our dates that
Friday night like Ms. Dunivan assumed all men would,
being the terrible and ugly people men arc, after all.
I do honestly realize that there arc a lot of terrible
things that do happen to womcn out in the world, but I
hardly think that a calendar promotes any of it.
Thc girls arc just models showing off something
which they arc proud of and probably worked very
hard for. The Ancicnt Greeks would probably even
call this art. If I am correct, weren’t most of their
statues of people in the nude? I wonder if Ms. Dunivan
would even consider Michelangelo or Rubens as sexist,
discriminatory, and that they did their work "All for the
sake of ejaculation?" In her little mind probably. I
know this is an extreme example, but so was thc whole
editorial. Athletic bodies arc something to be admircd,
and thc calendar just shows them off.
Ever sce a male bodybuilder contest? They wear
pretty tight bathing suits themselves. ’They arc showing
off somcthing which they arc proud of. Is that
degrading? Thc only thing which I find degrading was
reading Ms. Dunivan’s editorial and her attitude
towards men.
Shc called thc models "Bimbos", defined as "those
who are stupid and don’t use their mind." I’m afraid shc
fell into her own definition.
Ms. Dunivan, you wrotc all that as if you never
wore a battling suit on a public beach. or once tried to
we,ar something sexy.
I’ll make you a deal. I’ll makc note on what you call
my "large cgo problem" if you will make note of your
insecurities and ludicrous stereotype of the male
campus population.
Michael Pardini
Civil Engineering
Junior

Citizens in the United States brag about
their freedom, and now East Germans
and Poles are getting a taste of it as
well, but in many parts of the world others
are still fighting for freedom, and some are
dying for it.
Americans are being denied their
freedoms in El Salvador, as events at the
Sheraton Hotel unfold by the hour, while
blacks in South Africa and people in the
Soviet Union live without basic human
rights every hour.
As a journalist, it’s difficult to
imagine being denied the opportunity to
write and report moment-by-moment
events as I see them. But for some it’s a
reality.
There are careers in journalism that
are dictated by a rule book that outlines
which interviews can be conducted and
which facts can be used in a news story,
with the constant threat of criminal
prosecution looming ominously.
And as a human being its
unfathomable that I could be prevented
from freely attending mass during the
holidays, or speaking my mind on the
subject of politics without running the risk
of imprisonment.
So as corny as it sounds, there are
many things to be thankful for this
Thanksgiving.
All this sentiment about gratefulness
has been spurred in my mind by Tuesday’s
events in San Salvador and by the words of
two people who crossed my path during
separate events last week.
Early last week, a black South
African journalist employed by Reuters
wire service came to speak to the Spartan
Daily staff about his life reporting the
events that unfold in his country.
He discussed restrictions on the kind
of information South African reporters can
attain, and unreasonable limits on how
they can attain it. There is no First
Amendment to protect them from arrest,
fines or physical danger.
The irony of the situation
immediately struck me that these restraints
on information were imposed on those
whose sole job it is to inform. To me, that
defeats the purpose of journalism.
He spoke of a lack of trust that exists
between black and white reporters and of
the physical risks which they must
overcome. In order to drive his point
home, he said that he was shot while
covering a demonstation in a black
township.
One of my fellow staff members
asked our guest how he could continue to
he a journalist under those conditions a
question that simultaneously crossed my
own mind.
His response was logical. It was the
importance of disseminating any kind of
information in South Africa that was
foremost.
Former Soviet political prisoner
Alexander Ogorodinkov knows about the
importance of getting information to the
people.
He is the publisher of The Bulletin of
Christian Social Opinion and of The
Chronicle.
He spoke to a group of students in
Morris Daley Auditorium, and though he
required the use of a translator, the
message was clear.
His struggle to practice Christianity,
and to speak his mind has resulted in an
eight -year prison term.
.Two years after his release, he has
continued to suffer the consequences.
What strikes me the most is the
courage of these people to continue to
pursue their beliefs and their lives’ work
despite the forces that attempt to inhibit
them.
I was forced to ask myself if I could
do the same and didn’t have an answer, but
it w.ill be something to consider while I am
eating my turkey dinner tomorrow.
Michelle Smith is a Daily staff writer.
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SJSU Today
Snow, Santa descend
on San Jose
as holidays begin
’The air in the Pavilion Shops wIll be
tilled with snow and a silhouette of
Santa’s sleigh, as Mayor McEnery
delivers a holiday message tonight at
6:15 p.m.
After McF.nery gives a short speech,
he will flick a switch lighting 47 miles
of white lights illuminating the Pavilion,
as well as First and Second streets,
according to a Pavilion Shops press
release.
Snow. pmduced by A&A Special
Effects trom Hollywood, will fall over
the shops Mr two hours. A&A will also
make a shadow of Santa and his sleigh
gliding through the air, the release
stated.
The ceremony is scheduled to hegin

zu 5:20 p.m., when the Santa Clara
County Honors Choir will perform. A
performance by a children’s choir is
planned afterward
At the end of the es ent. people v. ill
he invited to nde the antique trolleys
and children can visit with

F1ALN representative
from El Salvador
to speak at Stanfoid
The tinned States representative frinn
a liberation front in El Salvador will he
speaking at Stanhird University Tuesday.
Gladis Sibrian from the Farabundo
Marti National Liberation Front and
Ikmocratic Revolutitm Front will speak
at 8 p.m. in Room 205 of the History
Corner. There is no cost to attend, and
everyone who is interested is invited.
Sibrian is expected to discuss the

Daily Digest
Today

Yesterday
A small electrical fire that started
in the basement of a condemned
campus building caused no
injuries and only minor damage
Monday mornin_g.
Students reacted with anger and
disgust to the Student Union
Board of Directors’
recommendation last week to
grant lifetime membership for
recreational and pool facilities at
the Rec Center to all board
members starting in 1992.

I.isa Bibler, the 21 -year-old president
of the Delta Zeta sorority, died Monday
of respiratory illness.

See page 1

20 Years Ago
Black urban sociologist Dr. St.
Clair Drake claimed the existence
of an international "Black
world" during a talk Thursday
night in the College Union Loma
Prieta Room.

current +dilatant iri El Salviakir.
acctirding kith Hauhey
eyent is limited
l’ree parking tor

For the Record
A story m Tuesday’s Spartan
Daily about Quirk’s Meadow incorrectly reported the amount ot
money the Associated Students
provided tor the project. The
A.S. contributed $7,000.
I J
A headline arid caption in
Monday’s Spartan Daily incorrectly reported the club A Flock
of Seagulls played at. The group
performed at the Cactus Club.
[
The Spartan Daily is coni
mitted to accuracy. If you haye
error you would like corrected,
wu can call the editor at Y2-13280.

Candidate
calls for
spending
limits

SACRAMENTO (AN
Walter
lelman, announcing his resignation
from Common Cause, said Tuesday- he
has suggested that he and fellow insurance commissioner candidates limit
their Democratic pninary spending to
$750,000.
He also said he has asked fellow candidates to join him in accepting no contributions trom insurance industry
sources or Irom trial lawyer a.ssociations
and personal injury lay., firms.
Zelman. who has been Common
Causes state exectime director tor I t
little sense if I hzid omitted it.’
years. said he is resigning elleoly
Mrs. Regan minimized her depen- Dec. I . He has been on a leave ot
dence on astrology. saying she called sence since Sept. 27.
the astmloger only once or twice a
He said he was not ready to timnally
Regan said asuology announce his candidacy for insurance
rnonth
but
shaping
the
played a significant role in
commissioner because he doesn’t has c
Reagan presidency.
his campaign staff and platform in final
"It wa.s a daily, minietimes hourly, shape.
factor in every decision altecting the
"I cenainly have every intention tit
president’s schedule... he wrote. "He running." he said at a C’apitol new,
- or in this case she who controls conference.
the president’s schedule contmls the
Zelman sent a letter Tuesday to fel
workings tit’ the presidency."
low Democratic candidates tor insur
Mrs. Reagan wrote that she urged her ance commissioner. an elected jx.sition
on
husband to lire Regan after "a stream of created hy Proposition I o
high government officials and congres- tested tor the first time ’tiro year The
sional leaders’. came to her with the letter proposed that the candidates each
same message: Regan had poor Mations limit spending to $75o,o00 for the pri
ligure he said is negotiable
with Congress and the press, was re- mar\
stricting access to Reagan, was intim
idating subordinates.
Anyway, she said, Regan deserved to
RESUME WANTED
he fired because the Iran -Contra affair
Give us your rough draft, we’ll turn
occurred "on his watch...
it into a professional lase& printed resume
Regan. for his part. said. "It appar
which guarantees attention!
Gel our
ently never registers with the former
package deal of $25.00 for 1 page resume
first lady. that ... she damages her hus
5 extra copies . 5 matching envelopes.
your choice of tem .tyle among our 35
band and his presidency’. in the way her
resident fonts FREE CONSULTATION
book acidly cnticizes many of President
Just . NO us a call al
Reagan’s closest advisers. including
Fineline Design
415 968 4213
Edwin Meese III. James A. Baker III.
David Stockman. Alexander M. Haig.
William Clark and William Casey.
"Atter all... he wrote. "these v.erc
Ronald Reagan’s choices. made atter
close consultation with his financial and
political supponers and friends in Cali
fOrnia, he must have thought that they
Formals
met his ossn sliitidads
Deliveries
Arrangements .14,01
3977-1660

Regan reviews
Nancy’s new book
WASHINGTON (AP)
Donald
Regan is getting the last word or at
least the latest in his little tiff with
Nancy Reagan over which one of them
did inore damage to Ronald Reagan’s
presidency.
In a review of Mrs. Reagan’s txxik,
"My Turn," the Tomer White House
chief of staff says his former boss’ wik
"seems incapable of understanding how
her words and deeds might seem selfish. hyptx:ritical and. indeed. even
Inghtening to those on the outside."
"Very sadly ... this book gives aid
and comtim to those who still believe
that Ronald Reagan never should have
been elected president in the first
place.’ Regan said.
His review, in the December issue of
Washingtonian magazine. also replied
to Mrs. Reagan’s criticism of his disclosure in his memoirs that she had come
to frly on the advice of an astrologer for
scheduling Reagan’s activities.
Wrote she: "It never. ever, occurred
to me that Don Regan would do what he
did - that he would take this infornianon about my interest in astrology and
twist it to seek his revenge on Ronnie on
Wmte he, in his review: "Frankly.. I
hesitated behire putting this astounding
tact into the historical record. I certainly
did not ’take this infomiation . and
twist it to seek .. revenge.
"The fact is. I wrote about astrology
because it was an essential truth about
the way the Reagans operated. My descnption of White House life in my period as chief of staff would have made

12 30 p m Clark Library. front Call 261
2628
THURSDAY
Alcoholics Anonymous: Meeting canceled
due to holiday. will be scheduled next
Thursday. noon. Campus Christian Center

Alcoholics Anonymous: Meeting. noon
Campus Christian Center Chapel
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The Student Union Roan! of Directors soundly defeated a controversial
proposal granting lifetime membership
for recreation and aquatics facilities to
hoard member. Tuesday.
In a separate vote, SUBOD approved
a house committee reconimendation
giving board members access to compli
mentary tickets for sporting and entertainment events in the Student Union
Recreation and Events Center.
Liktime membership was downed by
a vote ol 9-3, with four abstentions.
while use of tkkets was accepted h) a
vote of It -2, with four abstentions
The two issues initially were combined in one motion. hut they were split
at ’Tuesday’s meetingwhen it became
apparent opposition to the lifetime
membership proposal would take the
ticket clause down in defeat with it.
Vocal opposition to lifetime membership for SUBOD member, came
from Dean of Student Services Dean
Batt.
"You can’t always expect a payback... Batt told the hoard, later stressing that the issue was a matter of precedent and principle. "This group is in the
eye of the student body, and the Sill
dents are very sensitive to this facility
Batt said he v. as fearful of the !aunt
cations passage of the proposal would

Account Freeusare*

Dean

Batt,

Deana, Student Services

inappropriate to give lifetime memberships."
Athletic Director Randy Hoffman
said he telt the board would subject itself to undue criticism by passing the
motion.
"The perspective is that the board is
looking at vested interests." Hoffnian
said.
Rejection of the lifetime membership
proposal came as no surprise to SUB(X)
House Committee Chaiman Rick
Thomas.
"I had a strong feeling that the recwould
not
pass:.
ommendation
Thomas said alter the meeting.
Thomas said the proposal was misunderstt bl

-The students had valid concerns
with the issue, but I don’t think they
tully untlerstixid the issue." ’Thomas
said
But he insisted that student disapproval of the motion was not a factor in the
VOW
"I was surpnsed by the comments
made by the Associated Students vice
president. hut not by the students."
Thomas referred to comments A.S.
Vice President Jim Walters made in a
Spartan Daily article published Tuesday, in which Walters said he thought
the proposal was unfair arid was a "ripoff to all students. ’’
"I am surpnsed by his continents because he is eaming $5,(X.X.1 a year. an
A.S. lifetime membership and a tree
parking pass," Thomas said Tuesday
The A.S. president, vice president
and controller each eam $450 per month
over an II -month penod, for annual salaries of $4,950. The A.S. has suspended its policy of awarding lifetime
memberships to A.S. Program Board
events. acconling Gabriel Miramontes,
A.S. director of business affairs.

EARN EXTRA $$$ F()R THE HOLIDAY SEAS()N AND
PARTICIPATE IN S.J.’S LAR(;EST NEW YEARS EVE
PARTY - ODYSSEY IService America is looking for eager, energetic people for
the following positions at the S.1. Convention Center:
Kitchen Helpers
Banquet waiters/waitresses
Dishwashers
Banquet Captains
Porters
Bartenders
Cooks
Please apply by calling 277- 3506, Mon Wed, lOarn - 2pm.
You can help make ODYSSEY I the " Party of the Year"!

ADV).T,RINSTNIG MAJORS:
SET YOURSELF APART
FROM THE CROWD.

YOU NEED MORE THAN A CAP AND GOWN
TO GET STARTED IN TILE BUSINESS WORLD.
JOIN THE SPARTAN DAILY TEAM AND GAIN
REAL WORLD EXPERIENCE.

Spartan Daily

-

PAID POSITIONS AVAILAIWE:

Ali credit cards
accepted over phone

CALVIN KLEIN

’You can’t always
expect a pay -back.’

"I would hope to increase student
volunteerism." he said. adding that the
memberships could cause the opposite
effect b1, encouraging stUdents to volun
Oleic were some type ot
teer only
compensation inyolved "It would be

’&!

Forerunners: Bible study On the green

5931
WEDNESDAY

By Michelle Smith
Daily staff writer

ILOWER GARDEN
FLORIST

SpartaGuide
TODAY
Re-entry Program: Brown bag lunches
1230 p m., S MOnlalvo Room Call 924

Student Union directors kill
lifetime membership plan

RE"TAIL ADVERTISING MANAGER
DOWNTOWN ADVERTISING MANAGER
NAT1ONAL ADVERTISING MANANAGER
CO-OP ADVERTISING MANAGER
ART DIRECTOR
* PRODUCTION MANAGER

CALL JACK QUINTON AT 924-3269 FOR AN IN’FF:RVIEW
LORD

TAYLORS

E SP R IT

TWEEDS

CALVIN KLEIN

ESPRIT
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0

APpAREL-44Mzet4iE
Fashion Clothing Factory Outlet Sale
800/0 of all items under $15
Tops, Pants, Shorts, Sweats,
Sweaters, Jackets, Dresses,
Shoes, Ac cossories
Mon Women
Children

Many More Famous

Exc/usives

Friday, Saturday St Sunday
November 24,25,26
()
hpni
Old San Jose Convention Center
Free Admission

Free Drawing

Visa 8, MC Accepted
GIVEAWAYS MONUMENTAL SAVINGS GIVEAWAYS MONUMENTAL SAVINGS
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Sports

Veteran women hoopsters
promise to lead Spartans
Chance for playoffs, returning starters
add hope to SJSU’s ’turning point’
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Group announces plans for
Olympic training grounds
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prtitii sports development group has an
plans
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and fist: other states
it) itain t inure
Hunan.
program is a pilot protect deel
tilled titer the past IS months bv
S
Regional Sports Clubs hit. it) broaden
the Vinted States’ pool ot athletic talent
dm’ In""tic Prole"Ion-11 voavilffig
Olviiipit sports
Lill endorsement and
Tlie group
tinkling from the
S
Commince. hut has not vet obtained either.
said ( ’hales Dittman. a former director
tit sports science tor tlx I’S( X’ who is
spearheading the sports club proposal.
Salt lake Cus %%as chosen tor the
pilot protect. along with Long Wadi.
Calif .
Ala. Cleveland.
aid Philadelphia
Peoria.
d
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Olynipc potential. Oillinan said
Siontlav
l’he enterprise is to he privatelv
tunded. primarilv bv corporate sponsors
ss Inch might not care to invest in the ’la
lions% itle ()Iv italics inosenient hut
would he interested in supporting ath
letes at the local les el. he saki
In Utah. the group’s plans call tot
l".’ scl‘.0.tic 1")rls corn* \’‘
coat him/. naming Mid erlliCi111011 Leiner
lor athletes neat Park City and a sports
medicine ttomplex next to Cothancood
Hospital in Salt lake City
The hospttal complex already has re
from Intermountain
cened SX
tlealth Care and construction is expected to begin in lehniary
priNglie donor contributett 40 acres
01 land in the Flinders Ranch area near
Park City tor the Met Li.ility . said 1)r
1 mime It Paulo., one itt list, Salt Lake
orthopedic doctors selected to direct the
sports meth. ine plaits :ilk! guide lurid raising et It to,
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the NBAs sac
teopanblecl it the thetton
t es, .ould
I onei \ adds motessional basketball to
iis sp. to. netting game
Skill asked the state Lottery Com
mission on Monday to drop the idea.
say tile that \tapering %could make haspoint
kethall tans more interested
spreads than in hos% theft ledillS are Iiir
ing
On
Ile .11 MI Sind
NBA games "ss
ale% itatil% result in
\ ion ahi rot es erv quest ionable
plat ’’
siOnel I ).

’ NleM said

(1.,
V11111:

IhrVillenell

OW

ilie ithleir 01 Widespread

ttainhling." Stern said
Ills conmktrus %sere made as the lot
let% C0111111Ission considered vi nether to
’HAI& basketball in the "Sports
non" game. whit
lor the past 11)
ION
st eeks has of feted ts,utenng On
l’(..1111111111N III the proposed ecpan
slon 01 the lottery also testified hoot,.
the tot mitnission. hub %sill decide later
:s %%holm a scull add the SBA to the

-

OHO a
IIIC I Hsi ’,kill’
lottery -sponsitied game based on the
outcome (it professional Trutt. contests
In the current game. bettors can
v.ager
or more on three to 14 toothall
spfrath
games each %seek. iiing
sel hs a I a, eg;,.,,,kismake,

the NI.1 opposes Sports Action tor
the same reasons as Ille NliA and is
hacking legislation in Congress to pro
huhu states from tittering such games
In tesiniton% \bifida!, Lynn Snyder.
athletic dile
at Oregon State. said
that %isms X% ion has generated SI .3
million lot college spins programs.
which pie \ ittusly reCelSell
state aid
"We .111110( SUR le A1(111(111 .11r1r
NIW der told the lottery (’ontmission
is absolutely essential that
this suns to maims:
Smiler also dismissed as "laugha
hle’ ttiguments by the NBA and NEL
that the game %%ill hurt the integnty of
protessional sports
Ile noted that neither league has senotisl protested the legali/ed gambling
on sporting %twins that goes on in Ne% ada
"Is pmlessional sports doing anything to address this situation’ To my
knits% ledge. no." Snyckr said
Also testifying vois track star Alberto
Sala/ar. ho disputed arguments that

What’s next

second on the team in sconng last sra
son with ntne points per game, third in
rebounding with 4.4, steals with 1.7 and
iAsSishets wwasilht2heirmly player to start all 27

When: Friday, 2 p.m.
Match: Against
University of Utah
Where: Rec Center
arena
’Lora is our
mainstay. She is the
one thing we know we
can count on, and we
will continue to
revolve around her.’
Tina Krah,
Women ’s basketball coach
ers.
Lora "Alexander the Great," is the
mainstay of the foursome.
14st season Alexander averaged 18.4
points per game and 11.7 rebounds per
game. and established herself, after only
one season, as one of the hest players
ever to grace an SJSU coun.
Alexander became only the sixth
Spartan ever to average double figures
in scoring and rebounding in a single
season. She also tied the school record
Mr the most points scored in a game
L36), came within a whisker (1) of tying
the rebound mark (21) and led the team
in blocked shots i 1.3) and steals (2.6).
She was the unanimous choice of her
teammates for the most valuable player
aviard.
"Lora is our mainstay.. She is the one
thing we know we can count on. and we
will continue to revolve around her."
Krah said.
The other retuming stance. are Causey and 5 -foot-10 sophomores Kim
Skaggs and Chris Snyder.
Skaggs, who was named to the Big
West Conference freshman team. will

The future’s so
bright...

OSE

giliSnenystle. r. who had not been a sumer.
became one after Tamara Tigue and
Australian Jodi Page weir injured in an
automobile accident before last sea.son.
She responded to the coach’s call hy
scoring 3.5 points a game imd grabbing
3.4 rebounds oft the bench.
Die last of the foursome. Causcy .
was thrced to play the point guard posi
(ion, despite being a two-year staner at
8.4 points per game.
nriguardav.eraged
She
4.3 assists and 2.3 steals. Her hack -up
at off-guard is Dana Jones. a 5-fixff -7

junji: nerfsrowinasxheasenidpea.redcalibry.

a stress frac
lure last year, but if she can remain
healthy, could supply the depth to the
leaSithle. was a much -honored player in
high school, where she was an all -city .
all -league and all -Reseda Valley se
(fer.,itliyionp.ivSisheionw3a.As palistayietrheotLathies yAenargehli.,..s,
senior year.
At center, four-year starter Tedilt
Johnson is gone and will most likely. bc
replaced by 6-foot -.3 sophomore Karen
Smith.
Smith averaged 3.3 points per game
and 3.3 rebounds while starting eight
games. However, she will split time
with 5-foot -1 I freshman Hulett Brooks.
who will see extensive playing time.
according to Belliveau.
Rounding out the roster and pnwiding depth on the fmnt line are 6-fixit jiinior Patty Meurer and 5-fixx- II junior
La Trese Hunter. Both are strong re bounders. The added depth and addition
of the new players has Krah aiming to
finish above .5tX) for the season.
"I think vve can do that hy WII111111,2
our non -conference games and play iii,,,
well within the conference."
The Spartans non-conference schedule should give the team good competi,
non and prepare the team Mr its confer
ence schedule. said Krah.

We gotta wear
shades

The training facilities in Utah would
( )11111)1.
he tor both V6 Illier
spOrk. including Inge. bobsled. biath
cross-ciffmtv and (.km1111111 sk
tent:mg. hicveltng. soccer and p limas
(10,
li

%Wilk]

COM

S800.000 a yea’ to operate a club viith
live sports, vial) coaching and training
pros ’tied fOr about 50 voting athletes per
pi in
I Ile sl

1111\

11.1%e 10111:111y

been t haiged with establishing a local
boaid lo tts ersee planning and to get one
ke sport staned In Salt Lake’s case,
the kit Loft soon like’s will he loge.
Sidi Lake City \\ as chosen by the
VS( k last SLIMIliel As Ille
S candidate to host the 199N Vs inter Olv moo.
On Nos ". I ’tali owls approsed a ret
On Inge.
erenduni 10 lk
bobsled and speed skating tat dines
Oen though the International Olv
Committee v. ill not choose the I,818 site
until 1491

Stern calls lottery bad for NBA
Oregon idea

li) M.I. khan
Daily staff writer
The &NU women’s basketball team
qualified for the postseason playotis
%%about playing a game.
Participation has been guaranteed 1.)
a change in the Big West Conference
postseason tournament ’urinal to in\ lude all I() teams, not just the top eight
brushers.
This has to he good news !Or the
Spartans. who have been the doonnats
01 the conference the last three years
%1/4 Ilh a et imbined 8-72 record.
’Me team’s coach, Tina Krah, is hopmg this will give the players incentive
enough to move out of the cellar.
The team opens its 1,/89-90 basket.
ball season against the University of
t lah Nov. 24. with promises that this
season "will be a taming point."
according to Krah.
the season opener is Fnday at 2 p.m.
in the Rec Center. and already the SparLuis’ injury roster looks like a casualty
list at the 4077 M.A.S.H. unit, with innines to several key players. including
senior standout 1.ora Alexander.
Alexander 641V: very. little action in
the first sank. of the season. an exhihinon against an Australian Institute of
Sport team, because of a sprained ankle.
Also out with ankle injuries are 5loot 3 freshman guard Sherry Yudt
Iron] Whitehall. Pa. and 5 -foot -5 thirdyear starting guard from Lynwood.
Calif .. I .a Tasha Causey.
"There has only been six or seven
i players) at practice every day," said
Kim Belliveau. a first -year assistant
\ oach tor the vmmen’s team.
lielliveau expects that the injured
Spanans, including the second -team allBig Vy’est Conference selection Alexander will return for their first game
against the Vim ersily of Utah.
The Spanans. V. II( I have a combined
8-72 record over the last three seasons
t 1- Itt last season). are aiming to %%in "at
least 12 games this year," provided that
they "can keep people healthy.** Gary
Dertn. co-assistant coach said.
’Die Spartans return nine players from
lasi season’s roster. including Itiur stan-

most likely challenge Snyder tor the
stasrtkiangggssmain11,titiiirwcalardkpia:isliat,,ton6re.. via,

Spons X. lion might result in point
shaving hy NBA players
"You are talking about players %hit
are highly paid." Stilaiar. v. ho attended
the ’Itiscrsity ol Oregon, said. "For
hun to throv. a game because a hunch ot
people %cull S2 bets are screaming. I
find hard to heliese."
But Stem said that because basketball
111%01%es !CACI players than loothall. the
outcome ot
game can he easily al
tected by the actions of a single player
the history of the college basketball
point -shay mg scandals ot the early
19511s. v.hich hate continued until very
recently at Millie of the most prestigious
untyersiiies in the United States. con
this.’ he said
He said making NBA gatnes the oh
led of Widespread gambling would increase suspicion in the minds of tans
about %%nether players v.ere doing their
hest.
"Missed baskets. unrealited opportunities and strategic decisions by coaches
will come to he viewed as impacting the
betting action rather than the contest that
feature. Stem said.
"II the home team player is holding
the hall v.itli 20 seconds to go and a
two -point lead. should he he subjected
to boos for not seeking to shixit in order
to slicer the three-point spread"’

The Future Has Arrived
S.J.S.0 Students
buy a ticket
to the November 27
men’s basketball game
VS
Lamar
and get one
FREE TICKET
to the home opener
Friday, November 24
VS
South Alabama
Tickets available at the spartan ticket office
in the men’s gym (4th & San Carlos) between
9:00am and 5:00pm - Monday, November 20 through
Wednesday, November 22. Tickets are lust $4
with a student I.D. two for one offer only
good during the November 20 through
November 22 period.
For more information call 924 -FANS.

S.J.S.U.
VS
South Alabama
Friday, November 24 - 8:00pm
and
Lamar
Monday, November 27 - 7:30pm

:9

Wednesday, NoVentner 22,
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Morrison basketball era begins
New team faces
South Alabama
Robt.rt Louis. Mallard
Daily staff writer
The new Rec C’enter will host its first
major S.ISU sponing event on Enday
csening when the Spanan basketball
team opens its season against the University of South Alabamba.
The evening will honor Walt McPherson. one of the Spartan coaching
greats and will he the debut for whom
many Spartans fans regard as the coach
who can guide the team back to respect

ile photo
SPA l wide receiver Kevin Evans, who has 99 career receptions, outruns
an Oregon State defender in his first appearance at Spartan Stadium.

Spartan players face
football season finale
By Robert Louis Mallard
Daffy staff writer
While many SJSU basketball player,
will be making their debut in a Spartan
uniform, 20 SJSU football players will
make their final appeanince Saturday. at
Spartan Stadium.
SJSU will host UNI.V in their season
finale. The Spartans and Rebels enter
the game with 4-2 anti 3-3 Big West records and air 5-5 and 4-h overall respectively.
The Spanans have %We the last three
meetings between the two teams, including last season’s 42-0 finale.
&MU is coming off last week’s disappointing 28-14 loss to Cal State Fullerton while UNLV is recovering from a
27-22 loss to Utah State.
"We were very unemotional and
played that way the entity game." SJM1
head fixaball coach Claude Gilbert said
"We took a giant slide backwards. Our
purpose was to finish strong. I’M extremely disappointed."
The largest gap to fill next year will
he the receiving corps. The Spanans
will have to replace eight of their top ten
receivers.
Wide receiver Kevin Evans is one of
many making his final appearance at
Spartan Stadium. He needs just one reception in Saturday’s ganw to become
the sixth player in Spartan history to
have 100 career receptions. His 1594
career receiving yards is fourth on the
all-time list for a Spanan.

Evans has 3h receptit tit it ti 707 yards
and six touclidov,iis this season.
The receiver give% himself C -plus
ix:rfonnance.
gratle Mr this seasi
"I haven’t had a healthy gime this
year,- Evans said. referring to the injuries he’s suffered this season. He pulled
his quadrecept muscles during tall drills
and was forced to miss several games.
In addition to Evans, Doug Hooker is
another valuable mteeiver Ile has 31 receptions for 439 yards. Twenty tit his
receptions have occured during the last
three t owes’.
Senior inside lineliaeker Dave Moss
is the teani’s second lealing tackler with
73 tackles Senior defensive tackle
George Mumoka is the tealit’s third
fie %as named
leading tackle’ v,ith
Big West lacteitsise Player ol the Wwk
three weeks ago for his pedometer in
the Spartans’ 31-31110%s to Fresno State
The folios; ing Spartans will also he
closing out their careers on Saturday
running hacks Danny Holmes. Jim
Francis and I Nei Togisala: wide receis
ers. Tony Jefferey .Adnan Manns and
Andy. Coan: oltensise tackles Ara Del
derian and John Heilman: punter Jim
Iluglies: safety Ryan Rasnick, col
nerback Timid Granger: roveiback Will
Reed: linebackers Steve Moore and
George Smylie. and defensive tackle%
Mulu Eunnitono and Rick Huck.
Kickoff fiir Saturday’s game is al
1:30p.m. at Spartan Stadium

Fullerton QB chosen
player of the week
Fullenon
SANTA ANA API
State quanerback Dan Spelt/ has teen
selected as Big West Conference offensive player of the week for his performance in the Titans’ 28-14 win over
San Jose State, the league announced
Monday.
Fullerton State cornerback Terry Tramble and Utah State linebacker Del
Lyles were selected as the Big West codefensive players of the week.
Speltz. a 6-fixt-3, 200-pound senior
from Palos Verdes, Calif., completed
16 of 23 passes for 205 yards and two

touchdom fp, mini no interceptions in last
Saturday’s game at Sae Jiere.
Tramhle. a 5 10. 170-pound
III
from Los Angeles. was credited v,
tackles. made an interception to set up a
touchdown and broke up a pass on a
founli-and-gotil play late in the game
I A les. a o- I 215 pound sophomore
from Richmond,
was credited
with 14 tackles. five of them solos. in
Utah State’s 27-22 victory over Nevada
Las Vegas. Four of his tackles. includ
Mg two sack.. were for losses totaling
:1:1 yards

Notre Dame on roll
SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) -- Notre
Dame has won 23 in a row, and the
Irish are feeling the strain. Saturday
night. Miami will try to break the tension, just as the Irish did for the Hurricanes one year ago.
Notre Dame ended Miami’s 36-game
regular-season winning streak last year
with a 31-30 victory. It cost Miami a
shot at a national title. which Notre
Dame eventually won.
Saturday night. top-ranked Notre
Dame 111-0) meets No. 7 Miami 19-1
at the ()range Bowl, where the Hurricanes have won 30 straight games
"We are a tired team.- Notre Dame
coach Lou Holt/ said Tuesday. "It’s
been long year. But we’re a team that
loves football and that’s our saving
gnice."

Holt/ said Miami was the hest team
the Irish played a year ago and "err
tainly the best we’ll see this year. They
tire very impressive.’
Holt/ said a fierce rivalry has developed between the teams because they
both have been so successful.
’’They’ve had phenomenal success.
and to play them down there makes it
even more difficult,- Hotta said. "I
don’t think we have any hitter feeling
towards Miami. I have nothing against
them.
"We want to win because we have a
lot riding on this game. Notre Dame’s victory last year
snapped a string of four straight losses
to the Hurricanes. including a 58-7 humiliation in 1985 in the final game for
former Insh coach Gerry Faust.

Not only will the team he playing in
the new Student Union Recreation and
Events Center arena, but head coach
Stan Morrison and fifteen new players
will he making their SJSU debuts.
Morrison was appointed to the head coaching position on Apnl 4 of this
year. He served as the athletic director
of the University of CalifOrnia at Santa
Barbara from July, 19116 until he accepted the SJM1 coaching possition.
Morrison said that his retum to
oaching made sense to him personally.
"I missed the game and knew the
conference and liked the athletic. director,- said Morrison when referring to
his decision to accept the SJSU head
coaching position.
"There were few challenges in college basketball that were greater than
the one at SJSU.’’ Morrison said.
He also annbuted the IleW 3,51K) seat
facility a.s one of the reasons as well.
However, Morrison is no stranger to
SJSU. He served as an assistant varsity
anti freshman basketball coach from
1967-70.
He also served as a heatl coach 14 14
seasons, %even at the University of the
Pacific anti seven at the University of
Southern California.
"I know what it takes to play Division One basketball... Morrison said.
The team is improving fast, hut still
has a long wm to go, Morrison said.
Pre-game testi,. me. for the game will
include the start of an endowed scholarship fund in the name of limner S111.1
basketball coach Walt McPherson.
In his 17 seasons with the Spartans,
Nicl’herson’s teams won 251 games,
appeared in three post season tournements. and won 20 or more games on
three occasions. No other coach has
ever coached the team a.s long. to as
many victories and to as many post -season appearances.
Monimin and his Spartans are
looking to rebound after the team’s dis
mal 5-23 record last season.
SiSU defeated Das Delft of the Netherlands 74-62 on November 13th in an
eshibition match

BREAKFAST.

o en

s

ysa p tograp er

Freshman guard Terry Cannon and forward Kevin Logan defend against Das Delft
and conference coaches in separate polls
picked the Spanans to finish last in the
conference.
Last season. the University of South
Alabama posted a 23-9 record and were
Sunbelt Conference champions ’The
team lost four starters from the Wale that

The Spalties
the regular season
with a 17 -game losing streak SJSU’s
last victory was on Jantiar ;rd a 7672 win over the University of the Pacific.
At the Big Vv’est Conference intaiia
day on Nov. 15. members of the media

LUNCH.

DESERT.

Hungry?

r. . . . . . . . . . . .

176 s frio si San lov

4081286 1770

From $5.50
(w/ sisu ID)
TA1 INDIA_
cumin

All You Can Eat
Lunch Buffet..$6.50

DINNER
5:30pm-10pm
5:30pm -10pm

118 E. Santa Clara
993-0661

LOURISHING SPECI
10% discount on entire menu

1

Lunch starting at $3.75
Dim Sum (appetizers)
Dinner

Banquet Facilities
Free Parking
Orders to go

Lunch Servt5i Mon - Fri 11-1 pin / Dinner 5-9:30pm

413

4 -star Continental/Italian Cuisine
Lunch Brunch Dinner
Reservations Suggested
Free Parkily

Victorian Garden Restaurant

DRINK.

15% off
Lunch & Dinner Combos

celebrating our I 4111 uear

We’ll donate S2 to the
Earthquake Relief Fund
for every meal purchased
with this ad.

F OD.

DINING.

LUNCH
Mon -Fri llam-2:30pm
Sat -Sun 12am-3pm

Everyone s
favorite
restaurant

advanced to the second round of the
NCAA Tournament in 1989. They
upset the University of Alahannha
tore losing to eventual national chain
pion University of Michigan.
Tip-off for Friday s game w ill he at
X:00 p.m.

f

FLOURISHING GARDEN
Seafood Restaurant
(Formerly Regent Restaurant)

valid with rourt,m

1650 Monterey Rd.
San Jose, CA 95112

(408) 288-8868
Ibmiktmemimemimmemousomismimmaies.

r

..COUP01\1

2 for 1
ESPRESSO
*Special Orders
*Magazines
*Books
*Cards
*Espresso Bar
Open Every Day
*Gallery
Mom 7 5:30pm
Thearilturs. 7 - 9pm
Fri/SaL open until lOpm

1318 Lincoln Ave. SanJose

%low
Guy

TATIER

286-3981j
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[’age 6

Don’t Miss the excitement

at the Pavilion.
Thankgiving Eve Celebration
TONIGHT
Starting 5pm.

.111116111111111M

MI

COUpON

Enjoy:
-Caroling from a 200 voice choir
-A special effects arrival of Santa
-A ’blizzard" of snow covering the fountain area.

NMI III MI

FREE DELIVERY
I0
$200
I

slearga--,946‘kt

This is your chance to sing holiday carols, give
Santa your list and even build a snowman!

OFF ANY
16’ PIZZA
I
i

t 1 on
I
tr
NOT GOOD WITH 4.
11
1 ANY OTHER OFFER

OFF ANY I
12’ PIZZA II
I

1
1 EXP. 11-30-89
280-0707 ’1
I
16,................................i

"’"’"’"7,71
‘=1
I ZDSt: ESpiessu
I 50(

Cappucch EU
vetweivvr
1/1_

I

for a limited time with coupon.

Ftt)/1

10(,1 RI

lAndre’s Ice Cream & Cafe
484 E. San Carlos
(between 10th and 1 lth)
Offer Expires 12/2/89
mommmstimeimimmumi mon mmommima

arand Opening/introductory offer
LUNCH or
Eb IAA

2

F9r 1 DINNER ?’

*sigma*

Open Daily
11:30arn,9:00pm

STUDENT RUSH FOR
HOME OPENER
DON’T MISS IT!
SATURDAY NIGHT ALL FANS
mi 11 bJl.J biuU till- ID
GET HALF OFF

GENERAL ADMISSION & UPPER RESERVE ONLY
SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY
TICKETS AVAILABLE NOON UNTIL GAME TIME
S ATUR DAY ONLY AT SUREC BOX OFFICE
(408) 924-6374

Buy any Lunch or Dinner
and receive 2nd item of
equal or lesser value FREE

"A small place with a
great taste"

Alt

11.

HONEY HILL FARMS
I MIMI

raill4ERS

6 blocki

Frozen Yogurt
Gyros Greek sandwiches
Ice Cream

If if

citp

.

Mon-Thurs llam- 7pm
Fri -Sat 11am-10pm

1261 W. SanCarlosSanJose (Corner of Race)

Exp 11.29419j

A Deal on Quality Heels
Come in TODAY...
You’ll Fall in Love With Our Service
"While You Wait Service"

We also repair
Briefcases and Luggage
"The Only Guaranteed

Shoe Repair"

1/2 OFF
Men’s
Rubber
Heals

Ladies
Heels

$3.00 $5.00
reg. $6
No Limit
expires

re . $10

12/10/89

eft
626 Town & Country
Village

65 South 1st Street

213 Oakridge Man

249-0439

298-1191

281-1711

a

Valid only with coupon--at time of order.

-

_
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Coming in December:
Extended Shopping Fridays
Dec. 1, 8, 15, 22

v.ta,

Receive:
-Free gift Wrapping w/purchase
-Free Passes for the Historical Trolley
-Free Holiday Shopping bags w/purchase
-Free "Trolley on Wheels" Shuttle Service
Downtown Merchants will be participating in the
Extended Shopping Fridays, staying open to
8pm (or later) and offering the specials listed
above. Shop Downtown for the Holidays.

,, kissytyqa

UNITED COLO
OF BENETTON.

rm. CsamESE. CUIainir.--FOOD TO

’i:
Mit
Open Daily
11 :3Um-9:00pm

Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine.
- Box Lunches to go
*Lunch and Dinner
Delieery

N

FALL COLORS OF BENETTON.

294-3303 or 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street
b blocks north of Suits Clarabetween 3rd and 4th streets.

AT THE PAVILION (SAN JOSE) & VALLCO FASHION PARK (CUPERTINO)

AN

EYE CATCHING
SPECIAL ON
CONTACT LENSES’
DAILY WEAR

EXTENDED WEAR

$90
Soft
Gas Permeable .$125

$195
Soft
Gas Permeable $175

Non-standard types of lenses are
available at additional cost.
For Dura-soft color change contacts
add $50 to soft lens price.

a
tievialoss shops
raLrissoost Itossti

Pnces valid with Student I.D. card.

Complete eye exam required
with purchase of contact lenses

DR. LYNN L. PARRISH
20 N. First St. Suite B
San Jose, CA 95113
286-9096
(N. 1st. & Santa Clara Streets)
Close to campus
Expires Dec. 20, 1989
VALIDATED PARKING

15/0 OFF
fi
to SJSU Students
$ CASH for your BOOKS
Specializing in
Science Fiction
Fantasy
CD’s, Tapes & Records

4Recych
Book Store
Mon -Thur 10am - 9pm
Fri & Sat 10am - 10pm
Sun 12pm - 8pm
138 E. Santa Clara (near4th )

New & Used Books
(Limited Tome Only)

286-6275
I D required w/ purchaSe
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Harlem Nightmares:
Laughs to groans
in new Murphy film
B) Aldo Maraituni
Daily stall writer

Eddie Murphy’, ’Harlem Nights"
looked more like a drawn-out verS1011 Of a Murphy skit Man "Satunlay Night Live" than a feature
film
that wasn’t even tunny
Rawer than Murphy’s 1987 concert
film, "Harlem Nights" is one of the
raunchiest films of late that relies on
race, sex and a stuttenng problem to get
cheap laughs from the audience
While the jokes worked tor the first

Film Review
half-hour, the laughter of the audience
turned to groans hy the end of the film
a.s everyone seemed ready to walk out
betOre the final words were uttered.
’The inovie slowly develops aplot
similar to that of The Sting" a-s Eddie
Murphy plays Quick, the adopted son of
nightclub owner and
small-time
gangster Sugar Ray, played by Richard
Pryor The duo. along with other members of Sugar Ray’s gang, which includes characters played by Redd Foss
and Della Reese. devise a plan to stop
mobster Bugsy Calhoune (Michael
Lerner) Mini taking over Club Sugar
Ray’s.
Murphy sumainds himself with legitimate superstars in Foss, Pryor and
Reese. hut doesn’t use their talent, or his
own. to the fullest. Murphy has shown
us niany times how funny he can he hut
he seemed lost doing this film, which
makes "The Golden Child" fix* like
one of his best.
Murphy’s best friend. Arsenio Hall,
also makes an appearance in the film.
but it you get up to get popcorn, you
miss it. Hall plays the brother of one of
Calhoune’s aids who is killed and thinks
Quick did it.
"Bin-tem Nights" opens in 1918 Harlem with a seven -year-old Quick running errands for Sugar Ray and is taken
in hy Sugar after Quick saves his life.
and Sugar finds out that Quick is an orphan. The tilin then jumps ahead 20
years to 1938 and Quick has assumed
the ever-present nile of the young, scltconfident nght hand man to successtul
club owner Sugar
Lerner’s nile becomes more invloved
at this point as he tnes to take over the
club with the help of good cop gone

bad, Phil Camone (Danny Aiello).
When asked why he Joined C’alhoune,
Cantone responds with the some reason
all bad cops have given since "The
Godfather": the job of a cop doesn’t
pay enough and crime is too prevelant
fix him to make a difference.
Also in the movie are Jasmine Guy
from NBC’s "A Different World" series as Calhoune’s girlfriend and Murphy’s femme fatale Dominique La Rue.
and Stan Shaw. playing a heavyweight
champion who is the butt of many stilttenng jokes
"Harlem Nights" had the potential to
be a very funny movie,
the wnting
did not allow Pryor, Foss or Reese to
fully develop their characters or talents.
While Murphy WiLti busy writing, pro(fixing. directing and basically taking
over the whole process, he forgot to
piece the movie into a coherent whole.

If you’re going...
Film:Harlem Nights
Rating:R (Restricted)
Theaters:Century 21 in San
Jose, Century 10 in
Mountain View, Capitol
Eddie Murphy and Richard Pryor star in the new tilin "Harlem Nights," which opened at theaters around the Bay Area
drive-in in San Jose

Up to your ears?
Dig yourself out with a
deal on an IBM PS/2.

Violence at
’Harlem’
screenings
Associated Press
Violence bnike out at tv.0 Nonhern
CalitOrnia theaters showing the just -released film "Harlem Nights,’ and one
person was killed, police said Monday.
At the packed Cineplex Odeon Hilltop Theater complex in Richmond. 17year -old Marcel Thompson of San
Pablo was shot to death dunng an argument with friends Fnday night, said police Lt. Ray Bowan].
"It’s not the inovie.’’ said Howard
"I think it’s just a sad commentari
on the state of affairs in that age group

’It’s not the movie.’
Lt.

(iigqe,
4111itlat

Ray Howard,
police officer

in SOC irty. he said. adding that there is
a high level ot siolence in the population in their late teens and early 20s.
Investigator. said the suspect was still
at large on Monday. despite a search
that included evacuating the 800 patrons
at the theater and increased patrols in
the area throughout the weekend
In Sacramento, an argument in the
parking lot of the State ’Theater. where
Eddie Murphy’s "Harlem Nights" also
was showing, left two men wounded by
gunshots.
Anthony Davney was released from
l’niversity Medical Center over the
weekend, and Robert Tucker was upgraded front cnfical to cntical-but-stable
after being treated for a chest wound.
Both men had heen asked to leave the
theater with some others after a disturbance An argument broke out in the
parking lot, and the shooting ensued.
In a third repined incident, Philip
Rusch said he and a college friend were
at Hayward’s Festival Cinemas when
they were beaten hy e gimp of about
eight black youths while three secunty
guards with night sticks stood by. He
said he suffered a concussion, while his
friend’s nbs were cracked.
Hayward Police could not confirni
the report. and theater officials could
not be reac.hed.

Before you get snowed under with work this year, get an IBM
Personal System/2. Choose from five different packages of hardware and softwarenow at special low student prices. Each
system comes with easy-to-use software loaded and ready to go!
What’s more, when you buy your PS/2,fi you will get a mouse
pad, a 3.5 -inch diskette holder, and a power stripall free.
And that’s not all. You’re also entitled to a special low
price on the PRODIGYfi service, too.
And aside from all this, three of the most popular
IBM Proprinters" are available at special low prices*.
Don’t get left out in the cold! Offer ends 14bruarv 15, 1990. Come in today.

How’re you going to do it?

PS/2 it!

Please call IBM at (408) 452-4190 for ordering
and/or product information or to schedule a
personal demonstration. Financing options
are available.

aai

aaimi
MENEM,
1=1
=MEM.’

OM MEI MI
MP IND
MMI
IMMI
MOM

T
oiler ,s limited to qualified students, faculty and staff WhO order an IBM PS/2 Model 8530 E2I 8550 031 8555 061 or 8570 E61 through February 15.1990 The pfecontigured BM PS/2 Model 8525 poi ,s
ayanatie thrOugh December 31,1969 only Orders are subtect to availability Prices are sublect to change and IBM may withdraw the promotion at any time without written notice
oDIBM. Personal System/2 and PS/2 ere registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation PRODIGY is a registered service mark and trademark of Prodigy Services Company, a partnership
ot IBM and Sears
’Prccinnter is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation i’IBM Corp 1989

^
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Students compete in
oral interpretation

University Theatre group celebrates
music great Porter in stage biography
By Valerie Junger
Daily staff writer
"Cole: An flitertamment liased on
the Words and Music ot Cole Porter"
ss ill he shown %timing Nov. 30 at ale
SJS(’ University Theatre.
The show spans lour decades, pros aline a musical biograph ot Cole Porler’s lite and genius and includes more
ot ’’
4,1

Preview
"C’ole is directed by Janie Scott. a
professional perlOritier XXI thorciipd
pher doing her graduate studs at the
llniversiis I twain.

’,ilk. her debut

rh,

direct

mg
"Cole" will be performed again on
Dec. I, 2. (), X, and 9 All shocc s are al
X p.m
’I lads are available hy calling the
hos office at 000 9244555 or by visiting Me olta.e on filth and San Erman&
streetslrom I p.m to 5 p [11 Mondays
Pining!’ Fridays. and until X.15 p rn. on
performance rughts

tlf

Scott Sinagra, Kell) Nit. 111ister and Rian

By Valerie .1 singer
Daily staff writer
David Silverman wears his hair in a
bicolor inohawk, sparkling on stage like
hundreds of tire flies, and is the winner
of SJSC’s S7th Dr. Dorothy Kaucher
contest in oral interpretation excellence.
Silvemian. a minor drama major.
was selected Eriday over five other finalists at the Studio lite:are in Hugh
(lilt’s Hall by a panel of three SJSU professors. which included Joann Todd.

t4’

;albrealli do a top hat number in ’Cole’

fusion.. (ieorge I oi icsier. theatre ans.
alai I )as id Kahn. II ie,iiei director
ci min read "I ilhan" by t’orine
I Tao’’, pleCe hiCh, he said,
..ets
)1)1.1
hilppCIIS when you close
your mind to pet yle.’’
"It is dangerous to only look at appearances,’’ he added. "Eor example,
because ot ins haircut people give me
dins looks on the street and don’t take
me seriously .
’1 tar have to give emphasis to the

IP

pans of people. That’s what really
wiints."
Silserman said that his mohawk
pan ot his costume in a San Jose show
he is ,Airicritly performing in. "Angry
Homo). is es ’

’You have to give
emphasis to the inner
parts of people. That’s
what’s really counts.’
Competition winner,
David Silverman
Judges said Friday that the selection
was hard and took some es aluat Mg.
"There were different opinions,
Kahn said, "and that’s nice. We enjoy
having competition."
Still. Kahn added that all %sere very
impressed by Silverman’s performance
and his choice of reading.
"It is a v,onderlul piece, one that can
he experianented with.’ he said.
"I was very nervous," Silverman
said. "We weren’t allossed to move and
that really. bothered me. I had to tone
down my perfOrmance.1 I telt really
good.’
The other (Our finalists all appnwed
the judges’ selection and agreeed to say
that the emotional quality of Siker
man’s delivery was what prompted his
sictory.
"Ife desened it." said finalist Karen
Regalado "He presented all Ifitellm.!
piece and held it all the was through
Added finalist Kiiiiherls mom -II),
perlomiance was lunny and touching at

Mortality the theme in Tears for Fears album
\I \
)1.(K AP) can al- like the formula pop of their No. I sint.% as aide,: a Tears for Fears ie,.ord hy gles. "Slant’’’. and "Everybody Vv’ants
its , ov er. the anguished child on the to Rule the World.- Hut Smith and (.h/abel
k Is scrapped the inatenal.
sleeve of -The Hurting," the ,.,,,,
tional licadshot tor the mull’ platinum Rentuall . tans stopped asking about a
"Songs From the Big Chair- and the nev. record.
"People lorgot about us. which
psychedelic design on their nem. album.
what V.t,’ wanted... Smith said We
’ The Seeds ot I ose."
"We %anted it to be a photograph could be lett alone without any pressure
that looked like a painting." hand mem- to make MUNK We wanted it to he WV,.
testi and kle %%ere basically bored v,ith
ber Cun Smith said (il the tecord’s to!.
()nut sleeve. reminiscent ol the Beatles’ what vo: had. ’Hie record company
’Sgt. Pepper.’ and other covers from tPolyGratio was a hit edgy, hut what
the Summer of Lose
’’We cc ant listeners hi cciintler what’s
real and not real. what’s painted and
%chat ’sit W’e also want to ponray
fact that Ihis
vias very different
IMO\ /Oak
from the last one "
Smith and Roland Or/ahel waited
WIW
four years to release the tialovaq, f
’Songs Erom the Big Chair. a pole!!
natty disastrous move in an industry that
can change conipletely in a matter of
Best prices is town
months.
releaseF weekly
New
They. tried. recording songs not un

Dal&

Silverman received an award plaque
and a $150 check.
Other tinalists were given a certifi
cate and a collection of poetic works
V,Ilarin
RAKSJS

Daily staff photographer

1rt Director Joe ’Miller palms a logo

r&r<Warlig"Wilh
ill loon the ltrenney team thisi
holiday season and you’ll earn 16
extra money and receive ag
discount on your personal pur-i
chases.
Full time and Part limeS
positions are available. Apply inN
I, person during store hours.
%

1I JCPenney

KEN’S HUBB BARBER SHOP (" Rock ’n Roll Barbers"
TUES. - FRI. 9 AM - 6PM, SAT 8AM - 4 PM

g

ih
g

EA11111108E SALL
AirArArAvArdranaurAurArAPP

318 SOuth 10th Street, San Jose 279-9955
(Next 10 RoberTS Book Store)

Add Style to Your Life With
Fashion Eyewear

Computers To Go
murphy

Sunnyvale

Depend on Kinkols.
Macintosh* Rental
LaserWriter’ Prints
High Quality Copies

Fast Runaround
Goldstam ping
Binding

kinkois.
the copy center
()i)en l’,arly late, & Weekends
50%
Entire stock.
t
I.

I I

I

all

Designer

OSSOM

HILL

Frames
oPTICAL

I 1,

295-4336
3io S Third St
(Across from McDonald+)

Old.
iiltet
1-.-1 t-a; NEW oil
oil
Install
chassis Cits. tAulti-gtade
Ube
levels
to 5
Install up Check
6i/95

..........................................
s5 OFF
9429s
6Cylici 95
9 YS

6 Month, 6,000
Mi.
on parts and labor. GUARANTEE
Standard
ignition S5 extra

Pr, S,,

Mot, Cam

service

ort,’

000

oean"’’
voo

01%‘16

es

s
,. ,400% CO, .stiainqs...01
Ivstoo sts,’. toy, on 9,’^
00enge
.. vowiet‘nq
.
.,....eoln 90‘
,, 0.44.2 . "4 .......................

................
8SOFF 46"

1,, ,

,
;II

Services may vary

by

location

L2’,5

295-5511
481 E San Carlos St
(Between 10th & IlttO

ira2111

fiCy $5/95
sc,,s

JOSE
ACCU-TUNE SANI ‘,11N
A i ARA
& BRAKE

11111
.1

1

.... - - . off

,p tloc?, n911,,

Off Frames

includes

Et. CAMINO OPTICAI,

STUDENT- FACULTY SPECIALS

CALL 408/746-2945

Term Papers

10 % off Nexxus Products

SAN JOSE STATE

FROM HOURLY TO
SEMESTER RATES
10% student discount

539 S.

ATTENTION SKI LOVERS!
SKI MASTERS, California’s Largest
Corner to Tahoe Is looking for a
stUdent rep. Cash . Free Skiing, and
Ski Equipment vAll be yourewards.
Former* Information
CALL1-800-548-9773

open 7 days a week
11 am-9pm Sun-Thurs
1 1 am-lOpm Fri -Su
259 E. William St
San Jose. Ca 95112
(408) 294.204B

If The Computer Lab
is Full or Closed,
For Dissertations,
Papers, Homework,
Resumes, etc ...

1

were they going to do, sue us’’’
American music
jazz, rhythm ’n’
blues, gospel influenced Tears for
Fears. St) did the harmonies and on.hestras of the Beatles’ psychedelic era. The
title track of -The Seeds of Love,"
opens with the droning chords of "I am
the Walrus.

Large selection
including Spanish
movies.

MAC & PC
RENTALS

Ille Salk’ 11111e...

R %DUO RI%

NIc.kIlister and Rian Galbreath do a top hat number in ’Cole’

Scott Sinagra,

DOWNTOWN

298-77 22

VAIIII AI PARTILIPATINI,IJNIFIIS WITH (ARMIN

NW V.11,,

Spartan Daily Wednesday ,
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Student discount
for San Francisco
’Les Miserables’
ity Anne nuj tttttt ic
Daily star( writer
that peasants in
11.1111
II
early
..eniury trance %%ow,’ hase
had anything to sing about
But the outcasts who face hunger and
misfortune in the Ererich epic "les Misviable." base plenty of reason to re101ce
enough to last more than three
hours, 1111:11 111/1 he the only hardship
the audience must endure
the MUNI/ al "lxs Miserahles,’
nosel hy Victor Hugo and
based ion
adapted nom a French version ot
show has come to the Bay. Area. alter
all Odell/led nm in both Ness York and
I os Angeles No one should miss it
The San lranciwo production in
eludes dynamic local performers as v.ell
as carryosers troin the national touring
kompany
WW1
music hy Claude-Michel
Schimberg and lyrics by Herbert
ISretziner. the shiw, is a non-stop theatrical. intiskal extravaganza.
No %ord. are merely spoken. All are
sung heartily by vocally talented cast
members in the major and minor roles.
The opening scene takes the audience
hack to turbulent France during the lirst
half of the 19th century. The show
chronicles the life of Jean Vatican, from
his humble beginnings as a man sentenced to 19 years fix stealing a loaf of
bread, to his emergence as a mayor and
prominent leader in the revolution.
kan
played %kith confidence and
grace by Rich Hebert. who reprises his
starring iole trom the Ness York and
1.0. Angeles productions.
I lie main story line Mcuses on the
battle hetsseen the characters of Jean
and las ert (Richard Kinsey), the police
inspector who engages in a life-long
quest tor the Mouse. who has hmken
panik:
Kinsey plays the stem. duty -worshiping officer with an .10C inspiring vocal
presence that commands the attention of
inewhers
Fight years later Jean change. his
1:10111) i1/111C1 and
II:1111e. IX
unaor ot Montreuil-Sin \ ler lie takes
Cosette. the illegitimate child
ol 1.1, tory viorker ho dies. pr!ISin

ising Ill/C her as his own
Cosette has been staying with the
Theriardiers, crafty low -life innkeepers
ssho lure travelers to their place, and
sene them cheap liquor and reconstituted leftovers that an: ground up and
given to each victim. From the moment
the couple enters stage left. the fun begins.
Monsieur Thenadier (Gary Beach)
appears to he everyone’s friend. but
proceeds to steal from the traveling
drunkards and charity -giving citizens

Overall the
show’s gifted
performers are
able to entertain
the audience.
who are taken in by hirn. His wik and
accomplice. Madame Thenadier is
played hy Gina Ferrall who is hilarious
as the bawdy. domineering woman who
resembles the Queen of Hearts in
"Alice in Wonderland."
The most entertaining and humorous
musical numbers accompany these cunning, and greedy vagrants. "Master of
the House." "Thenardier Waltz." and
"Beggars at the Feast’ pnwoke uproarious laughter from audience members
during the show.
Jean rescues Cosette from the the lumbers and travels to Pans when: ksothe hearts
lutionary ideas are stirring
of idealistic students. Cosette (Jacquelyn Pirio meets Marius (Mathew Porrenal. one ot the cnisaders. and the two
fall in lose instantly Both are convincing as the ill-fated loYers, turning in fine
pertOmiances
But the dynamic role that shouldn1
he overlooked is that of Eponine. the
ilienartliers’ daughter and 1:osette’s
childhood companion. is enlivened hy
Michele Maika
11 aika portrays the poor Eponine
\Om,. heart yearns for Marius. The
demensional character. is much

"()ne Day More," a scene from highly acclaimed ’I.es Nliserables,’ miss playing al the

theat cc in Nan Francisco

more human and interesting to watch
than that of her counterparts
The elaborate sets and costumes of
"les Miserahles’’ were designed by Me
same team who did "Cats.’ and "Nkli
From lhe ///k I I ling
olas Nickleby
lights that represent the rough seas. to
the dank. misty underground sewer. the
backdrops set the foreboding tone for
the musical.
Although the second half seems to
drag on for too long. overall the show’s
gifted performers are able to entertain
the audience during the lengthy. musical.
And with special student discounts at
Slb Mr shims except Friday and Saturday evenings, no one should miss it
"la:s Miserables" is playing al ilie
L’urran ’Theatre at 445 Geary St ill saii
Francisco through June .3. 1990.

Nlichele laika and Nlattliew Porretta perform in a scene from Ike play ’1.es \ I iserables’

Nabokov writes
standing up

Teresa Hurteau -

I ts-t Arlo.

st )1

’resta checks instruments before ’Sukay performance

Datebook
Vaudeville auditions
Big its Cabaret on San Fernando

Club on South First
Street in San lose Angry SaIllOallS,
1.111C ( kine \lad. the f iargoy les on Fri
.
Nil/
24
Autumn Cathetteral.
Crimson Isy Davin Conclusio (III SIIII
day N11/ 2f/ Wednesday ifs the Paul
Godfrey Band Admission on Enday
and Wednesday nights Sti Sunday 85
WS

"The Nutcracker’
San Jose Cleveland Ballet’s pertorms
-I he Nutcraskei al 1111: Pi:rimming
Arts Nov.29 and 30 at 7 p.m ’Tickets
812437. Ca11993-9531.

campus.

’-ti-tototottvittAtitlatt-x.:
Sanwa Bank

slicei in San lose is holding melodrama
" \ dude
arid %dudes ille audition. tor
’Housewives’ plays on
lesque. shov. W’ednesday . Nos 29 at 7
the San Jose Stage Company’s ssild
p III NO IAIXTICI1CC fleCC/01:11)
pmduction of "Angry House% Ise."
295 -SHI )81i.
continues its run ever) Wednesday and
Thursday’ at 8 p m and Saturday at 5:30
p in and 9 p.m. Eulima ’Theatre. 380
South tom St Through Dec .30. Tickets 88-812
C’all 293-2110.
Cactus Club shows
\I

011

Da.ly staff photographer

NEVs 111RIS (API
\ !admix Nabokos. liked to %Tile standing tip. waking in the early morning and starting
work at a blue lecteni. By the afternoon. the author would lx seated in
an armchair, a voioden hoard across his
lap. He usually %stoic until bedtime.
Vs’ith hooks taking up most ol his
day.. letters were only ssritten toi specific reasons: business. a IIIIC 10 110 publisher or a legal matter that required his
signature
’1 kneys, that as in his fiction. around
the comer ot es ery sentence there would
he a nice little surprise. a linguistic six
prise... he said.

At SJSU:
Re,. ital. 1-sunlit: Ira. piano. Graduate recital. Tuesday Nov. 211 8:15 p.m.
at the Concen Hall Diane Machado.
oboe and English horn. Graduate recital. Wednesday. Nov. 29 ft:15 p.m. at
the Concen Hall.

California
aA Lot Mon./kink Man }ini Punk

PRESENTS A

FESTIVAL’
c.tig:KING

GREAT TRIPLE FEATURE*
FREE CHECKING ACCOUNT
No monthly service fee on a Festival
Checking Account until July 1. 1990.
2. FREE PERSONALIZED CHECKS
-And your first order of 200 perstrialized
Sanwa checks are FREE.
3. FFtEE MOVIE PASSES FOR TWO

Delta Sigma Pi
Congratulates Their
Newly Initiated Brothers:

Ethelinda Evangelista
Mary Ann Bocchini
Mary Rose O. Tigno
Karen Friedmann
Raquel Broadway
Laurance Tourel
Lucia Contreras
Lana Get ubig
Tom rlindrich
Tom Kelhar

Color Copies
Depend on Kinko’s.
Sales Flyers
Newsletters
Direct Mail
Presentations

Portfolio Pieces
eiraplis
Charts
Signage
Photo Enlargements

kinkoss
the copy center
Open Early, Open Late 7 Days,’Week

1114 A le1.111li .1)10%11
trillt.,II
/ Ile/ 1.111g .KCiitinl Me
i

Sanwa Bank California
San Jose Main Office
220 Almaden Boulevard
San Jose, CA 0.51 i3
(408) 998-0800

/40101).!Illf VIM

*Certain restrictions may apply
Offer Expires 12-29-89
Member FDIC

295-4336
310 S. Third St.
San Jose, CA 95112
(Aorn;s from McDonald’s)

252-7821
1821 Saratoga Ave.
San Jose, CA 95070
(Corner of Saratoga & Lawrenco Ex I
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Government stands to profit
Compared with other countnes, alcohol consumption per person is low. Finland rates 26th in the world, Sweden is
3Ist and Norway is 33rd.
But Scandinavians rarely have a ca.sual glass of wine with dinner, a cold
beer to quench a hot thirst or a pre -dinner aperitif.
"A small percentage of the people.
maybe 10 percent, drink about hall the
alcohol sold," Hihell says.
Drinking is ingrained in national customs, from the protocol of a formal evening party to the celebrations of Crayfish Day. whicl-, ’ails on Aug. 10.
On that day. Swedes wear party hats.
tie red napkins below their chins, sing
hoistrous drinking songs anti plunder a
bowl of the small lobster-like shellfish.
Custom dictates that each claw is
washed down with a glass of schnapps.
About 20 crayfish make a meal.
The culture of alcohol may have its
origins in the chilly climate and the
long, dreary winters. The vikings were
said to have an affinity for mead and
other strong drink. Some social observer-. say the nomially shy Scandinavians
need alcohol to ()pen up.
As early a.s the 18th century’, Sweden’s King Gustav III saw liquor as a
main source of income. and urged
drinking as an act of patriotism. In the
19th century, Swedish companies often
paid their workers in boote.
Excessive drinking led to a powerful
temperance movement. now 150 years
old. Sweden imposed rationing in 1917,
limiting men to three liters of spints a
month. and less for women. Ration
lxxiks lasted until 1955.
Prohibition was intnxiuced in Norway and Finland, with IS little success
as it had in the United States.
Today, advertising alcoholic bevereges is forbidden. Unlike other stores,
liquor outlets are closed evenings arid
weekends. "The idea is that alcohol
shouldn’t be too available or too
cheap." Hihel I
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education in physical WencesIrene.
100% ed... reIneurwnent (415)493-1800. exl
445 VARIAN

So., Voles tor everyone
Shoe the book with family. coworkers & friends & roe. up to
50% off on your own order, Thank
you Also. good parttime income
for the holidays Cell JANE at 251.
5942

progrem

U S

cll

BASKETBALL COACHES needed for
Jr

high

Both

girls

teams avellabte

and

boys
call 867-

$6 hr

34113 end sok for L.

’It’s part of Northern
culture.’

Free Treatment vMh medicelon
offered in Stanton:I Medical Cen
ter Study

Dr

Elise Roselle el

1415)723-5866
MEDICAL

CAL
INSURANCE?

You

can home choice of quality plans
volth lowr rates tor students For
obligstion quote, caN Stark Fil.
Ice (408) 6,13-9190 SJSU Alumni
Wm IOW

Nov 20-23M. 10 30 AM-3 PM
Pd.. In el categorise Want to
fire 221116 threw?? Come to the
bewnent of latOuerrie Hall
DENTAL OPTICAL

PLAN

nroN now, Sa. your teeth, eyes
and money too Cloning. end of.
hoe WI. et no charge For brochure see A S

Office (Student

Health Center) or cad (409) 37,6811 in San Joee

AUTOMOTIVE
ATTENTON

00V’T resod velikl.

from $100 Forth, Mercedes. CorSurplue Buyers
rell., Chevy
1402438-111185.

Oulde

ext

A4250
NEED A CAR? My specialty le wore.
with young people and their first
auto purchase Call Woody Edmiston, Frontier FOM-241.1800
’74 DODGE COLT SSW bo Std 9911
miles good Wool car New tir.
carb. wires Cali WI -705160B

COMPUTERS

Antonlo
fornia Rennie. 175
Rd Sone 112. Los Altos, CA (415)

FOR SALE
Tien eel 1179,

13EDSII

Aparkio 2211 Duncan, Apt 202.
San Francisco. C 94131 to get
your postom paid Christmas errvey
stet
CARE
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed at local resklential face.
ff. tor young *Wile & WM scents veli autiem & related Oisebait les FT & PT porittions avail
Sterling WIG 25 hr Call 1406)
4411-31153

.1 SW quien

wood Ave

277-3506. Mon .Wed 10 AM-2 PM

vehicle

Must

rind
WAITRESS
SHIFT
kitchen helper Lunch shift -bus.
CU
person MINATO JAPANESE
SINE. San Jose JAPANTOWN

DINNER

Call Mac or Joann el 1404/ 99a9711
EARN EXTRA DOLLARS this Holiday
Season et MERVYN

Employ.

mod epplItations being ac.pled
novel Cornwall. Wages Flexl.
ble Schedules

Dlecount on Purchases Poen. available in our
Apply et

Mervyn’. store ...I you OW
24 -lour toil tree number 1.

wn pro. 247.74416. 33115 Bey
wood A. , Seri Joat
HAS ROMANCE GONE from your Pe?

6664
ROOMMATE WANTED to snare
only

$350 mo

2067
procees
ewers, messengers All shMs.
trein
Apply
in per.
FT PT. we mil
son. 24 hairs. 7 days
ACUFACTS.

SECURITY

INC .

441-0528
THREE

woalt P

Our

Wee

292-2181/ for

CAMERAS

EM -12$5 9,1
Informellon or to

order

GREEK
TO THE LAMODA’s, keep up the pood
work Looking Toward to .r tu.
hire events. Love ys, yr el., LUZ

HELP WANTED

own
NH
11001
TOO*" in part 10110 /10001 with the

nted dieing can do 11001001000
eatery pith bonus CaN C J now

Velvet
WANTED,
FOOOSERVERS
Creamery. WON. 15 minutes
horn S.JSU Rothe, hours & lips
Call 1406)1146-11.16
APIS

los

three

Ws

wee. AN large 2 bd.. 2 trth
tre
& bee cable TV
Suitable tor 4 Wee. 148 E
!Wm & S 4th Gee NORMA et 947.

Henry, all, Bente Clem, EOE
GMAC ACCOUNT REP Job includes

Weal

peraollege

AUTOMATED VAC !OPT OPERATOR
needed on greveyerd & woks.
1.-3 yrs rwhenIcal or Oroweerrely gap or *quiet/int

only S2

degree

preferred

Competitive eatery 111001 Wells
CaN (408) 7734425 for Interview
FOE
HIRING

NOW

oltedule

for
of

LATE PETE SERVICE GROUP

PAR"MI PPIO

ALEGAL SERVICES
PER’ end Form Services Legal
help Mee legal pric. Wes. di-

MN, if

way to meet all kinds of people

vorce. Ilving controls & mon
Full lest minute typing Rwmes
horn $10 For 24 hr @even day.

With our VENCE MAIL BOXES y.

week info call 1408) 924-0585

to end YOUII (415) 974-4424
onty 112
toll tinny

NEED

week 24 hrs Osy Excellent pay &
benelts Pald training, no open.. neceesary Apply Mon.Frl
lianslon. at 1700 Woe Dr Stilt.
10 Sent. Clare or WI 946-CAVE
SECURITY R EC E PTIONIST
E oelient robs 10, students ...den. neces.ry Day. swing &
grave shifts. full firne or part time
pey.
86 to 14 hr Weekly
Requires

the

PREGNANT? SJSU ALUMNI couple
wish to adopt Financially woe

You’. got the petty we’ve got the

Opik wrolesese

wager I

.lone typist w Leer printer, At
90 WPW, I can nolo all your pew. look anti OE WO beet In Nny

ARE YOU ON the hunt for mom bucks

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER everytknelf Ea.

$1147 T. Weshiroion Sq Federal
Credit Union. student. wrvIng

wordprocessor WTI
extrs. to add to your paper such
as lawr print. primmer and
Whin., fast tumor... end

etudents. can help Child care
kens and competitive **Oros

COMMUOTY

mt.

Sunday evenings el
6 30 & 8 00 PM. Campus Christi.
Center. 10th & San C.o. For
more info bout other activities

7273

on

4011 S

move your unwanted hair (chin.
WWI, tummy. moustache. etc /

ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL Desktop Publishing & Word Pro...Mg
Papers.
theses,
resumo.. report* & group profficts
welcome APA
Acorn.

15% discount to students end fec

towy

January

Inventories

Early

WORDPROCESSING
Wm ewers.

Prof...WM type’

cover Relent
group protects. and more APA
Peciallet, also Turebtan and MLA
reennee,

thee.,

formats On crew* pickup delivyes.
ery Carney goo (27
Rot 274-34414

French German typed Cad (404)
377.7637
CALL LINDA TODAY for eeperiented.
professional

wort

processing

Thew Wm papers, group protects. etc All tonne. IncludIng
APA Law printer Oukk Wien
trenstription writes ...bk.
Aimed. Brans’. area Phone
244-4504
CALL MRS WNITON
21111-9448 for
EDITING & WORD PROCESSING
of tom papers. 111.11011,01 propcts
& resume.
WIN gladly west
w growler

punctuation,

Englleh

mew

end

mum

GLEN arse

el

student

379-351$

$2 00

par

WE.
DO YOU WANT higher grades? 01
course you do A reedy typed
ewer gets do grade your herd
WRfTE TYPE
wort deserves
for the beet reeets
94X/

(OM) 972.

SERVICES TYPING & WORD
PROCESSING of Wets. resumes
& repo. on word wilect Book.
keeping @review Fre. Pee slor
ego
Minutes
campus
horn
Pickup Is @sellable Student es-

vrork Iwo output 12 25 double-

Thew.

eletters.

nw

reports.

(COuot approxtmately

4 Lines

One
Day
$4 30
$5 30

Two
Days
$5 30
$6 30

Three
Days
S5 80
$6 80

Four
Days
$6 05
S7 05

FNis
Days
$6 35
S7 30

Each
Extra
Day
$1 10
$1 30

5 Lines

$6 30

$7 30

$7 70

$8 05

$8

25

S1 45

6 Ltnes

$7 20

$8 25

$8 70

$8 95

$9 25

$1 60

3

Lines

Work experience

Each Additional

Line

grammar spelling punctuation
Prompt, 7 day moon.. PROCESS TT WW1 WM Pon et (404)
WO-1W’
PRO TWO] & WOROPROCESTENG
Low Ws

15 yes. ...nos
CM. to camp. Fast friendly
turnaround Cal Tom et 29240414
COLOR

SERVICING

WORD

10-14 Lines S77 00
5-9 Lines S55 00
15 Plus Lines $99 00

UMW
INFORMATION
CENTER Is now hiring for work

Term papers.
006) 281-0750
These.. etc 1.000, printer Free
grammar spell print check Rep
tenable Mee quick tumaround
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE 2350 Alum
Rock. SJ Prof typing. word pro& Direness wet.
One slop for all Caa 14011W111-

tossing.
30215.

TOMO - WOOD PROCESSINfl
TERM PAPERS - REPORTS
THESES - RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING

TYPOS WORD

PROCESSING,

reeding Saw risy service Betty
24740118. Santa Clare
PROC LTR width pintIng,
Cates INA)
eft
11102 Word proc $14 ht or 112 pg
whichever le WM

WORD

na-

RESEARCH,

SERVICES

Acadarec

OWN
Ghostwriting,

meow
Catalogue Wort weenie. Low
10000
re.

Collopes
Ilenteley. 1415) 1941-5034

30 letters and SpaCeS

fOr

each lone)
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Print

Name

Address

Phone 924-3277
City 8 State

Zsp_____

school

Days

Enclosed is S

New SJSU CaN11118. 1 34t
AIDE.

beery & idler
school Prog early morning & ef.
two. hrs PE. RFC, ED mato &
epply

Meese roN .1141-1343
THE S U MUS/C RCOM has posliton
avelleble Work study preen.)
Cont.t the Student Union Direc
tote Office
WAITER WAITRESS General

Wt.

occur... niosorebk. AN types of
pews {pea checking end proof

age childcare Cnt WNW nours

to

PRO-

CESSING end Graphic. needs
Call Kee st Technically Typing

Add $1 00

Semester Rates (All Issues)

toffees

STUDENT

encoureged

resumes,

publications. manuscript.. corn.
in
spondence. etc
Wel aid

Minimum three lines On One day

$495 mo Call Den ot 295-5254

wiles

1415) 793-

Print Your Ad Here
Ad Rates

I
1

TEACHER’S

reports.

.0 WORD PROCESSING - Resurnes.
term pews. reseerch, ’wetness
documents. etc Neer Loaf Print.

WITNO.
EDP

rat.

pew., legal document.
CaN (404)1964-5203 1000y,
torn

(408)1172-1543

COMPUTER FAST ACCURATE neer
Harniflon and Wincheser Call
Shirley

rAST WORD PROCESSING, 125 awn
Oualth guaranteed Completive

40111....=1M1=119MIMEIMMMIMMIMIIIIMMIMMINNIIMMUNIOMINNIMINMINOIMMMUMINEMIMMI 6.111180p

PM. 124 PM. 2-5 30 PM. etc 6 untt
minim., required educelion. no.
melon art musk rnalors encour.

TEACHER S AIDE. edie PS

Jim at 277-0628
EVERGREEN

.eds Production of

S C

Low student Wee, Acwrete 6
feel typing, Term pews. thew,

compettive priors CM. So owWe PIN up end thrilvoy net
able Cad novo Pamela 1146-31162

Wi St . (408) 947.

BARE fT ALL, Stop .11W.. waxing,
tweezing or wing chemical depilatories Lel no permeneaty re-

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Unwanted Me remo.d lower

I

laundry

241-5490

BASCOM SECRETARIAL SERVICESIr

mer

We day. eves. weekend. by appl
Call Anne 972-4902

your own 24 0040 answering Cal

ACCURATE & TIMELY, AN your sword

deem. radmis or ell kind. Stu.
dent rates foe undergreds

SERVICES

CO eny

2/2-0100 or 288-5908 AI. VENCE
MAILBOXES .ly 811 00 per
or we
0100111 We pron.

0784

Letters All formes
No time to type your paper?
Call MARY ANN el ANN’s

Cie BRAINSTORM at (415M6211/101

Minnesota. /1107

Ing Esp.. Service

Thew -Tenn peparoliseurree

Perkin & HPlaser
ConeteRrable We.. eaperlente end for-

paid Call collect (916)823-1225

ploye. to cent tor school age
chlklren Hours am flexible. 3-4

TV.

247-2841, Sam-Sprn for worryfree
profesaloneldependeble servio.

typing to me Oreat14100 000 un
dogrel Reermee, tem papers,

SMALL WORLD is ’Wog pert -time em-

cable

punctuation grammar assistance
All work guar...411 CaN PAM

tormat you need Exp THESES
typist P -U del Call T. Write
Tree, Linde 723-1714 (Son Jotre)

Son Tomes )

credit avelable Call 257.73211

ports. group wows, worrier letters, thew. etc Latter quality, AN
formals plus APA SPELCHEK.

by woling cuetom alltecreened
T-shirts with your logo or deffpn

view to shower newborn w lo..
laughter, and wonky Ewen..

wet

STATE HOUSE APIS
For Rent.
large 2 bdrrn 2 bth modern.
Own. quiet Security pee FREE

EXPERIENCED

sentence structure (knmeediteble on Tureblan. APA & Campbell
tonnes) Equipment toed Word

COLLECT at (415)895-11769

cell Father Bob Leger or Sister
Judy Ry. at 298-0204

AND

AAH, When overwhelmed by reports
to be typed. relax end Me. the

ADOPTION COUPLE w adopted 3 yr
old seek newborn WO us-decide Expense. pad Coll Lls

COUPLE

2s2-osn

counts Enal. 27041014,
EMILY’S TYPING SERVICE - Offlos In
WIlicny Glen Open 7 30-7 30, MN

word processing! Term papers. re-

AAAAAA HOW Y. finally found an
experienced. affordable prof..-

retuni r011,

279-2221

T.SHIRTSI, Earn 11101.0y for your fraternity. sorority club or Wein..

244-5475(SJ) or 719-5211

NEWMAN

IUST
A PHiLosonti
is
/MYR TVOT5
so LET’s nert A Lai

e sp ) Avelabie 7 dsysereek
AFFORDABLE

TYPING

I MN rffew

art

2110111401.

6806, TWA CAMPUS REP

Cell tor pric. Ask for Chris
(401i 997-4444 OW
00 p m or
cad during the dsy and lee. .

GAMBLER PiLOT wants
(rouneripl rear or riders to Tahoe.
Reno, or Carson Weer.. o
week nights Tour aircraft or
mho
Shoe ween.s. flying

op-nes

exceient prices and lope
Inventory or Ray Ben end Ski

ADDICTED

NUTURING

SKI

ELAINE

credit card

vide. a wide variety of muW tor
your wedding party or Owe el
reetionabee nahas C11 Deer. or

ha.

ACCURACY AND GUMMY offered
Proteeslonal typing. reereonable
Tenn paws anti ,11010114111

eseertallons. won.
WI. Winds
OK
Spanish.

Al. ask 01304,1 the TWA Gear.
C.all ANDY o 297.

musk, Michel Productions pro-

See-

wbfects for thew, paper., reports, rournes etc Free proofing disk Woo. 251.0449

f1D(X0r1.

TWA OFFERS SJSU students 10% off
anywhere. 110V fan Purchase
your TWA diecount card noart

JOCKEY

RAY SANS

owe, both .41w. grade

TRAVEL

by
Des/nee Nkhet. formerly of KSJS

$625 mo 297.7554

MASS

CaN any flr.

216.1371

PERSONALS

CATHOLIC

music, Michel 1.104:11,00001.
prOV100 wide widely of ’,welt
tor your wedding poly or dance
st reetonable
Ca. Oiserse
or Phil el 270-MINIO or 922.7369

Norb

et 2704940 or 972-7358

2 BOW 2 BTH APT at 555 S 10th St
Remade. and avail Irnmedi.

med dente in...rico. vac psy.
union

Sen Cad. For more Information
Fanhaber et 216-0204

DISC

REASONA-

ANN’S WORD PROCESSING

Campus Chit.. Center 10th &

PROFESSIONAL

AT

cloth in Science and se English

PROFESSONAL

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Whet tormerly of KSJS
You’. pot the party, we’ve got

LW of love to

TYPING

BLE RATES - Need our Wel
Gurley end *county guaranteed

yOur box

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning et 10 45 AM et

ROOM FOR RENT. bidg Wet rano
vet., Walk to SJSU-Oth & Reed
Private engle-occupency bed

ADOPTION

ACADEMIC

POST BOX PLUS 45 N t st S J 2619
9100 Open 9 to 6 p rn
tor.
wording boxes tor rent 5 days
weak. We wept UPS CO atw/
fInd
Wet mall you kw In

derd Union DIrector’ &Moe

GENERAL OFF/CE CLERK WANTED
parte. Flexible ...dee Ouhes include Ming, typing. copying, We Apply el 1701 Petrick

credit collection. erect contact,
detail reports Related work tax

Deana (1) 802-1138-11486
Est IIK 4290

16

about WWI.. .11 Rev

study position. Conlect tint Stu.

WOE me.get

EARN MONEY reeding
bookel 132,000,Wer Income po-

ATTENTION

& Julian Rep WO Call kriolorie
Crsig at 924-5819 or 2594444

telemerketers

GATEWAY

DIMENSIONAL

Perfect

Meridian

OFFICERS

wed to apply

etc Everything new For Info call

twit

CASIO- CAVE SECURITY
hlr.
Imp for tull end part-tlw positions AN shifts evelabee. 7 days

credit

to leave your pho. number on en
open IM Call (406) 944-2523 for

Mil rneweges for others Cali
NOW,, Find the ONE Owl’s trying

71W, (Colorado Springs. Co )
OFFICERS

tied Secutity. 3212 Scott Blvd
Santa Clara (W..
&

al (406) 727.0447

heedborerds

267.

VYN S

from.. dellyaryll(4111) 745-0900

Froth.,

Call

groomed persons wei clean police record Apply 8-5. M-F, Veng-

Bay Ar. s greet.t .wspepo
promotion See whet cornett/ra-

wenenty

2

bdrin 2 bth apt Non smoking fe-

SECURITY

voice mall eremite, you don’t have

LOOKING FOR EXCITEMENT??? Just
call (415)976-4624 Its the hottest

FEW RENT. lope 2 Wm’ 2 bath, remodeled, Wen end quiet Secu-

?

1445 S Broom
"Hie Today Gone To-

camber 9, 11169 II AN-6 PM Afro
American Community Center. OM

976-2002

berta. 294-7766

Flexible hours

S80-3600

We’re hist dependeble. grower -

tree Walls Call lodey1 Someone
Is waning to meet you, (409!1415)

HOUSING

Gallo. lay Nanny et 354-1351

time cell PJ 923-23011

FINAL EXAM WORKSHOP high Wen*My proper.. Saturday. NI.

hear aix exciting merfforgee from
quality people.
y. can r.ord
your own mew.. And with our

866-8943

went great pay

Noted peg. 7 min Inn camp.
nr
& McKee To mew. your

Wee ’Unwanted OW Otsappears
With My Cara.’ Gwen Chew.,

up your phone Dial 978-2002 to

room Vora 2 1 2 baths w 5 other
rma
immediate
occupancy.
$250 deposit Call Ro9340 F.

PHOTO LAO TECH . parttime. days or
$4 50.46 50 hr Call 371.

Loa aeon Uworiber 31.
IMO end get your WI sop al I/2

A. . IC

or adventure se .elly se picking

tern.. please cell Dere at (408)

NANNIES & BABYSITTERS WANTED,
For students who M. kids &

tilty

?

Now you can find love. roman.,

Wow Iseve complete message

Base pay is 15 per hour plus
monthly born. To arrange an in.

Tap az iss -rum

AS

Classified

Dont. Sullivan at 4534300

We love entry Merl position.
offer Mesa. hours .d days

MAX, AT NE SPAT V IV%
WM man Dim

Wanda Folk

Sootiest Confklentlel Your very

rity building, off street perking.
laundry follthes. 9725-91125 mo
Call 288-9157. John or Martha or

MARKETING ASSISTANTS WANTED,,

litot

a’ 49

$7 to with incr... to 98 otter 90
days Coniact IRV HAMLIN or

SOO-NERVYNS
if you haven’t
worked roently. don’t let that sto
you from opplying, EOE MER

1.1 sin. king eet 1171 You get
both Wood Bunkbeds $1211, 5
pc bedroom set EMI Desk S74.
&eerier. Sit Mesta HIE bed -
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The cheapest scotch is sold in Sweden at $24 for a fifth. and for 532 in
Norway. In Finland, a bottle of good
12 -year-old scotch is now up to $60.
Tight regulation on liquor supplies
created an underground market fix
moonshine. In Norway, police iuTested
two men last March who claimed to be
horse breeders. hut who were accused
of building stills in their stalls pnxiucing
I ,000 liters a day.
Figures published in Sweden say
about 10 percent of the alcohol sold is
moonshine.
Swedish statistics show that 3,274
people died in 1986 from alcoholism,
cirrhosis of the liver and other diseases
in which alcohol was a probable factor.
That figure compares with 1,256 alcohol -related deaths in 1965.
About 9 percent of fatal traffic accidents are linked to drinking, according
to figures compiled by Hibell’s organization.
The willingness to drink at any price
means enormous tax income for the
governments.
In 1987. Finland earned tl.5 percent
of its national budget from its alcohol
tax. almost enough to pay its entire
health care bill, including medical research.
Sweden reckoned on $1.31 billion in
alcohol revenue in its 1989 budget, and
plowed back S8.6 million to fight alcoholism.
Of the $24 a Swede pays for a (vide
of whisky. the state-owned importer
takes $1.46 for buying, bottling, labeling and distributing the drink to the retailer. The state-owned retailer, Systembolaget, takes 93 cents. The rest.
521.61, is tax.
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Sweden taxes alcohol
tries to limit drinking
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (API -The
crowds begin to gather at won on En day. By 3 p.m. customers are spilling
into the street.
By closing time at 6 p.m. the waiting
lines run into the hundreds a.s people try
to buy their weekend ration of wine,
beer or hard liquor at the state -run store.
It’s not a matter of shortage, but of
government attempts to make drinking
difficult - and to make a lot of money
in the pnx:ess.
"Swedes have a hedonistic way of
drinking," says Hans Klette, a law professor at Lund University. "It’s pan of
the northern culture."
Bjorn Hibell, director of the Swedish
Council for Information on Alcohol and
thher Drugs, says, "We drink in the
Scandinavian way - not t(x) often, but
a lot. We drink more to get intoxicated
than in other countries."
Though Scandinavian governments
try to control the consumption of alcohol, at the same time they profit from it
through taxes that boost the price to the
consumer to 10 times the cost.
In Sweden. Finland and Norway, alcohol is sold legally only in state stores
at government-set prices. Only the Soviet Union has a similar system in Europe.
Prices are meant to he prohibitive.
Finland raised liquor prices twice last
year to discourage heavy drinkers,
pushing up the cost of a bottle of scotch
to 536.40. Sales dipped briefly, but
quickly returned to normal.
Sweden’s parliament is considering
legislation to reduce the level of alcohol
tolerated for drivers to virtually nil. Ile
legal limit in Scandinavia already is
lower than in most of Europe, at 0.5
percent alcohol in the bl(xxi.
Courts in the three countries link
tines for drunken driving to an offender’s income. A Norwegian lawyer set
the record this year after failing a breath
test in a spot mad check: He was fined
$16,000.
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Show It Off

News
p in Monday. Maloney had already lett
his office
1.1PDSgt finite Lowe released infor
twin
Maloney however. tklended has mg million to the Spartan Daily regarding
tine authonred spokesperson
the incident belore checking with MaloFor example. when an unidentified ney. Maloney said luesday
111l.Offeet 11110rIllar1011.
..The
woman jumped to her death nom the
I i ith Street parking emage at
4 -15 X01111111)2 10 1/011Ce replan,

StaleY

Editor

From page 1

ROM

page 1

He also completed a yearlong internship at KNTV-Channel I
%hoe he
wrote Lopv. etlited (lips and trained
Flew intents, he said
Maragom is looking to make a few
changes
the types ot articles written
tor nekl seniestei He also wants lo
hnng inore in depth news to the SJS1,
Campus. hUl said he leels that the Daily
already does a "good joh getting ideas
out to people
only real (flanges I want to
nuke are to haw more in-depth analysis
in the articles:. he said.
He is also hoping to appoint a larger
editorial staff in order to make the pro-

AIDS

From page 1

lite "de, asiation" of an entire generation is possible if "prevention and
treatment research is not supported. he
said
Addressing the larger picture, Roma
Barnwell. panel member from the Student Health Advisory’ Committee. said
the tight against AIDS needs to be a
concerted effort by society, in addition
to medical research.
"The community needs it) come toBarngether and share conimon
well said.
It doesn’t work to have the medical
community passing inffinnation to ethnic community ’s unless the recipient
community. makes efforts from v,illiin to
counteract the spread of the disease. he

cess run more smoothly he said
The only other physical change Slap
agoni wants to iiiiik. tor are tront page
is the :Admit’) ot an index
Ilie 2 year old Canadian’s face
showed his concern as he talked about
neY1 seinester’s changes Ills subtle tone
ot voice reflects his even-tempered per
winality .An easy, going chuckle tells
tellow reporters that he is willing to lis
ten and gise advice
"I want the statt to all get along,’ he
said "But at the saint* time, I hope that
everyone has enough respect for each
other.
Grad said he is positive ahout the
way the paper has turned out this seines
ter under his leadership.

said.
The black community, lin evample.
has not taken a role in addressing the
All)S problem. Barnwell said.
Panel member Karen Huang. a psy
chologist from Stanford University, who
was invited to represent the Asian community., said the media has neglected
covering AIDS in the Asian commu
nity
"There is very little (media coverage)
anywhere. I luang said
Barnwell said media ctociage has to
"look beyond the riegatoe. ;1101.’11+1k.
side of All )S and address the disease."
Ituang ended the discussion with.
"AII)S continues to he an issue "
The panel discussion will air at 6
p.m. tonight on campus ratho station
KSJS- FM 90.7

Judge rejects
Hakim bargain
W.ASHINGTON (AP) A tederal
iudge Tuesday- rejected a proposed plea
bargain by businessman Albert Hakim
and a corpiration he controlled in the
Iran-C’ontra scandal that was used to
tunnel money 10 the Nicaraguan rebels.
t S District Judge Gerhard Gesell
:idled the proposal. under ,,,, hich Hakim
would plead guilty to a misdemeanor. a
’charade" that wouldn’t wquire Hakim
0 make significant admissions or reluire his corporation to pay money back
o the U.S. government
Gesell said that in connection with
locuments tiled as pan of the plea ag’cement. it IA aS "not contemplated"
hat flak
corporation. I.ake Re-.our( es . "will admit the allegations "
Die judge called the proposed agreement "simply. public relations ohms
that don’t base any place in a collrl...
I Ake Resources wits it) have pleaded

guilty to a charge of embenlement in
&sating funds to the Nicaraguan C’ontras
Lake Resources attorney John Hume
acknowledged that the corporation has
been madis c since shortly alter the
Iran -Contra al Ida erupted and that the
agreement ontemplated no restittition
01 money to Ille go% eminent
Iktense attorney Richard Janis disclosed that Hakiin was to have pleaded
guilty to aiding and abetting the concealment of records in connection with a
scheille to 14;0 illegal gratuities to former ),Vhite House aide ()Iiser I. Nonh
The judge said lie was not prepared to
accept the plea
North was convicted May 4 tit three
felonies. including accepting an illegal
gratuity from liakim’s business panner.
R ichard Se. t ird

Time

at the-

From page

Bibkr will he reiriernhered
most for her smile. her openness
and her pride in Della /eta.
!members of Ille sorority Nall’
"She smiled all the time. It
%sirs very whiling to esei)
body.- said Renee Stroupe. one
of Bailer’s pledge sisters who
joined the sorority in the spring of
19/47.
"She was Utile!. hut a strong
person,- Strollpe said.
Ilibler reminded Stroupe ol all
the good things Delta /eta could
bring to the meinhers, eVell
times ol haidship, she said.
following in the trial’
owl of her mother Nancy , aimed
e4
I klta ’feta :URI loked il
ery thing she had, Stioupe said
(iregg said that Biblet v. as lair
iirld open as president tit the so
rority. was always easy to hilk to
and gave e4,eryolle a clianye.
filhlers line for the sororit4
was heightened this past %mimic’
when she attended the Iklia /el,
national conference in Williams
burg, N. . Stroupe said.
Iiihler was so inspired by v,
she had learned at the conference
that Upon rellinling 1,, the sown!
house. she requested Mal when
she died she he buried wearing
her mina ay pm. Stroup’: said.
Cathy I .el-letir, who was
liihler tor one
roommates
par
selliester. said Iiihler
tic ipated in IkIta 1-eta’s al
deSpile the fact that she
waked 40 to 441 hours a week
and was a lull time student.
%%as a good
model" tor her "little
whom she guided through then
first semester Ill the house. he
cause she showed them that there
was aRk ass lime tor Della /eta.
1.eldetit said
-She monsated a lot ot peo
ple, set an example." said I h.,
Vigil. one of her tour "little sls
I serv pledge I knovi looked
up to het.- Vigil saki.
She sta. also s ery involved in
(floret). teaching Sunday
school to last graders at St. Tim
oth!,’, I otheran Church.
One ol Bibler’s iasorite places
to go when she had some lice
time was I hsnes land. her sorority
sisters said
Bailer is stirs !sett hy her par
erns lank, and Nancy . and broth
et. Kt.% in, Justin and Ryan
A limend serv ice fir Bible!
will he held !stolidity Nov. 27 a( 7
p ni. at St. Timothy’s Lutheran
Church. 5100 Camden Ave. in
Sanitise.
the faintly is setting lip a memorial scholarship in her honor
In lieu of !lowers. donations may
he sent to the I klia /eta Foundation. in care ot ihe San Jose
.Alumni of I klta Zeta. 5546
Anihs 1)r . San Jose. Cali’.
95124
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Norm. his green-eyed 1 yeartild
daughter. says Israeli youths in Abu Tot
have become openly conleMptuous She
does not go into the kw ish area alone
’They think they’re superior... she
says. adding. "We don’t want to in)
prove relations. We want a state...

-‘11"!FIJ

qpi-‘1

Limited space is available--first come, first served.
$5.00 entry fee; all proceeds will be donated to the
American Red Cross Earthquake Relief Fund.
All participants are eligible for prize drawing.
Contest for:

- Best Classic
Best Custom - Best of Show
C ark Librar

Peaceful Israeli village
now divided by strife
Ahmed .1 hu Saloum. the father of
...Oen children ranging in age from h
months to 13 years. showed a reporter
eight holes in his front 1%.111d0V%\ 111:11
’,aid had been made by nitiher bullets
"Where can we hide
lie asks. noting that the windows do not haw shutters to protect his faintly troill stray but.
lets
Ahti Saloom. a lean. intense man in
his Ins. hist his raillo. color
s ideocassette playet. electrit Ian arid type V4 MCI during the recent urtew
items were seiied in lieu ol laves he had
fetuses! to pay as part of a cis disobedience campaign
S11011 atter he spike. an Israeli police
s
111111 %A Ind, is% screened To protect
against stone IluoVcing anoed on
Naomi Street outside with heavily
armed police walking on either side
They rousted a group 01 teen-agers
and ordered them to clear the street of
large slows apparently put up as a barricade \
S.nk One policeman
slap an Aiah teen deer in the hack 01 the
head. while another officer kicked a
second youth
"I think it is difficult to make the
children understand that we can Make
peaCe.- says Ahu Saloum. a grocer
with a passion tor amateur theater
-They see violence and get radical

a0t4U1P0K0Ellse.
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Pub
The Auto Show/Display will
be located on 7th Street
between the Surec Center &
Clark Library (Just off San
Carlos Street.)

..c

ARV FOR. Israel AP)
tol- Tavon, a gray-haired Jewish lawyer
lage ot Ahu Tor. its stone houses spill
who lives with her husband. Oiled. an
mg down a ravine across from the old engineer. 111 a spacious second -floor
walled city of Jerusalem. was once a apartment on the dividing line between
symbol of Arab-Jewish ttk.C1,1ellie
the two sectors
Today. after almost two years of the
’ I used to go down to the %silage and
Palestinian upnsing. the Arah and Jewdrink coffee and shop Nov,. I clont do
ish communities are divided hy "borit any More because ifs dimperous. The
ders of the hean" that are difficult to police told
not 11%... she sin,.
cniss, esen tor the sake ot simple diaA supporter of Prime Minister Vittlogue
hak Shamir’s right-wing I iktid
On many recent nights. residents on
she says tough measures used against
born sides have been kept awake by the
her Arah neighbors were upsetting hut
wrunds of gun, ire. hanging on doors and , necessary These included a hair-day
loudspeaker announcements as police curtew during which televisions, radios.
hunt tor Palestinian youths who set tire
videocassette recorder. and other items
to Israeli cars or hurled firebombs at pa
were seued by. rev-enue agents 111 lieu ol
Inds
unpaid taxes.
Ahd Ahu Diah. a leading figure in
-Ifs nice to talk beautifully, hut we
the Arab sector of Abu Tor. one of the have hi take a stand and Like caw of our
few areas of Jenisalem here kv.s and people,’ she says ’The Arabs an. tryArabs live next 11% eaCil other. says one
ing to show us they %Alli not let tis live in
01 the successes of the intelatkh. or peace
uprising. has heen defining the borders
Mrs Tason, ssho heads a nearhV
tor a proposed Palestinian state. show
center, says that alter sese
ing Israelis where they are welcome and rill incidents of stone and bottle -throwwhere they are riot
ing the center’s basketball ((tun and
"I have Jewish blends at svork. hut I
play grolind were put oft limits to Arabs
don’t remember anyone coming here or
’The Jewish SeC10r. located at the lop
nie going to their homes:. says Drab. of a hill. is modem and prosperous ssith
an olt 1,11 of the Arab-run electnc comparks. gardens and playgrounds
pany in east Jerusalem "I ask myself
The only visible sign ot insecunty is
why,’ The answer is that there is a borthe unusual numher of German Shepder in the hean The Jews feel like out
hertls. Salukis and other guard dogs.
siders here "
rhe Arah area is noticeably. less wellFlut the violence that has frightened off It lacks street lighting. some roads
kws from visiting Arab areas has made are unpaved, garbage goes uncollected.
dialogue that much more difficult, not
and there are no playgrounds or parks
only for the 4010 Arahs and 2.(XX) There are also frequent patnils ot parJews in Abu Tor. hut tor Palestinians amilitary. police carrying assault rifles.
andisraelis as a whole
Walls are covered with anti -Israeli slo(hie of those scared away is Maya gans.

r:5 St 4

Call 924-3270 for
more information
San rarlos Street

SJSU

Auto Show

Entry

Form

Drop off entry form and the 55.00 entry fee (in an envelope)
at Waiquist Library North, (at the comer of 4th and San
Fernando), Room 135 --Spartan Daily Advertising.
Make checks payable to: Spartan Daily Advertising.

STUDENT

NAME:

MAJOR:

CLASS

LEVEL:

ADDRESS:
HOME

PHONE:_ _

DAY

PH()NE:

MAKE AND MODEL OF CAR OR TRUCK:
YEAR

OF

CAR:

CLASS (CIRCLE ONE):

CUSTOM

AUTO SHOW DAY(S) PREFERRED (CIRCLE):
(a S.5.(X) entry fee is required per day)

CLASSIC
THURS. NOV. 30

FRI. DEC. I

No "For Sale" signs will be allowed.
All vehicles must remain stationary --no
test driving will he permitted.
All SJSU University rules pertaining to
excessive noise will be strictly enforced.
Students arc not
San Jose State University, The Spartan Daily and Associated
responsible for any damage, or injury during the show.
I, the undersigned, am a student
of SJSU and have read the above conditions and waive my rights at this time.
Date:

I

